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AnsTRACT: Lasioglosswn inconspicuum is a common small halictid bee in
eas tern North America. It nests solitarily or in loose aggregations.
The nests
are in th e ground, in sunny areas of bare soil. The burrows are deep, more or
less vertical, with subhorizontal cells along them ( Figur es 5 to 16). This species
visits a wide variety of flow ers ( Table I) but larg ely ignores the extensive flora
of yellow autumnal Compositae. Afternoon activity on flowers is markedly less
than that in the morning, and a much smaller percentag e of the bees that are
a£eld collect pollen in the aft ernoon th an in th e morning. A hrief midday drop
in activity is indicated by the observations ( Figure 1).
Ov erwin teri ng occurs as fecunda ted queens in th e nest s used the previous
seaso n; th ese queens begin spring activi ti es in lat e ~farch or April. 11ost of
th em establish new nests as lon e individuals but some remain in the overwintering nests. Sometimes as many as six queens or potential queens may jointly
occupy an old nest. There is evidence th at in such cases some of them sometimes hav e a workerlike rather than egg- laying function.
The mortality of
coloni es is very high throu ghout th e season ( Figure 4) hut th e reasons for the
high mortality are not clear.
The queen nests, whose cells are provisioned by qu eens in the spring, b ecome
closed in May and are reopened by eme rging workers at th e end of 1 lay or in
ear ly Jun e. Th e nests are th en en lar ge d , a process which goes 011 ( if th e colony
survives) through th e summe r . The queen lays more eggs as cells are complet ed and provisioned during th e summer. Durin g this time the queens do
not leave th e n ests with th e frequency of workers, but pos sibly do so less frequently to feed. Th ey do not collect pollen. Their mandibles, however, become progr essively mor e worn, indicating that th ey work in the nest. Some
queens di e during th e summer and are seemingly replaced by young females.
Such rep lac eme nt queens do not survive th e followin g winter.
Workers, in contrast to queens, are quite short lived, surviving as adu lts for
perhaps thr ee weeks. Som e workers h ave one or even two ovarioles enlarg ed
and pr esumably lay a few eggs ( Figur e 28). Such egg- laying workers collect
1. Contribution
numb er 10 88 from the Dep artment of Entomology,
Kansa s, Lawr ence.
2. Pr ese nt address: Univ ersida d de Costa llica, San Jose, Costa Rica.
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po llen freely an d seem to act oth erwis e like typical work ers . Young workers
act as guards and b ecome lost if remov ed from th e nest. Old er workers do th e
forag ing except in spring when th e queens are establishing their coloni es. The
number of foraging trips per unit time var ies greatly (Table II), as does the
duration of such trips ( Figur e 3).
~lales are absent in th e first broods produc ed by overwintered queens but
appear in small numb ers in Jun e, much larger numbers in August and early
September ( Figure 22).
The ave rag e numb er of females in a colon y varies seasonally as shown in
Figure 21; th ere is very wide individual varia tion in colony size as shown in
Table VII.
\Vorkers average sma ller than queens ( Figure 31 ), but in som e nests the
largest worker is larg er th an the queen. Egg-laying workers average larger
th an thos e with slender ovaries, but sma ller than queens. The mean size of
workers in July is smaller th an in Jun e or August. A similar seasonal fluctuation
in size of mal es was not ed ( Figure 23).
Th ere is no ev id enc e of commun ication amo ng individuals of a colony. The
return of a forag er does not seem to constitut e a stimulus for other forag ers to
leav e the nest. Th e guards seem quite un able to distinguish individuals of
th eir own colony from thos e from other coloni es. Young workers that have not
yet b ee n afield and learned the location of th eir own nest can be transferred
to another nest where th ey soon function as guards and live out their lives, their
alien origin apparently not recognized. \Vork ers that are older, if transferred
to another nest, soon leave it and return to their own nest.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper provides an account of the life cycl e and behavior of
one of the primitively social halictine bees , Lasioglossum (Chloralictus) inconspicuum (Smith). This study is part of an inv estigation
of comparative halictine behavior intend ed to shed light on th e
origin and evolution of social behavior and castes. Obs ervation s
were made over a period of eight years in the vicinity of Lawrence ,
Kansas. During several of those years efforts were made to follow
the life cycle as completely as possibl e; during other years our
efforts were directed toward . elucidation of certain d etails of th e
life cycle or behavior.
The methods us ed ar e lar gely those described by Linsley , ~'lacSwain and Smith ( 19.52) and by Michener,
Cross, Daly , Rettenmeyer and \Ville ( 1955 ), alth ough many of
them are further explained in appropriat e plac es below.
Over 200 nests were excavated and 929 females were dissected
to determine the condition of the ovaries , spermatheca , and crop,
examined to determine mandibular wear and m easur ed to determi n e
size. Hundreds of other observations on living m ark ed and unmarked bees wer e made , so that for example , w e ha ve abou t 125
records of the duration of pollen collectin g flights of individ ual females.
Probably a majority of the speci es of th e enormous subfamily
Halictinae are social to a greater or lesser degre e. Th e several
bees inhabiting a single nest are said to constitute a colony ; groups
of nests placed close to another anoth er constitute an aggregation.
Since social behavior evidently aros e rep eated ly and independently
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in various evolutionary lines within th e subfamily , this group offers
unparalleled opportuniti es to investigate incipient and primitive
societies. A synthesis of th e available information on halictine
beha vior and evolution will b e pr esented later. It will suffice here
to give a brief account of pr eviou s works on the biology of the subgenus Clzloralictus 1 . L. opacwn (:Moure) from Brazil appears to be
a solitary bee without str ong aggr egative tendencies and without a
worker caste ( Nlichen er and Lang e, 1958). Presumably males and
females app ear in roughl y equal numbers throughout the season.
In L. rhytidophorwn (M our e) ( see J\1ichener and Lange, 1958)
and probably in L. seabrai ( Mour e) and guaruvae (Moure) ( see
J\1ichener and Sea bra , 19,59), small colonies exist in which there are
weakly differentiated qu eens and workers. At least in rhytidopl10rum the queens , of which there are usually two or more per
nest , are rather frequ entl y replac ed and males are produced
throughout the reprodu ctive season , although in smaller numbers
in summer than in spring and fall. In L. inconspicmmz the colonies
are larger , ther e is mor e often only one queen in a nest, more workers are produced p er qu een, work ers and queens are a little better
differentiated , and qu eens probably often survive for most of a
year. Males are not or scarc ely produced early in the reproductive
season ( spring and early summ er ), appear only in moderate numb ers in midsumm er, but b ecome abundant in the autumn.
Th e nest archit ectur e is lt1own for more species of Chloralictus.
In addition to thos e listed abo ve it is known for L. prttinoswn ( Robertson ) ( see J\11eland er and Bru es, 1903 ), rolzweri (Ellis) ( see
Sakagami and Mich ener, in pr ess), smilacinae (Robertson) ( see
Brittain , 1933 ), versatw n ( Rob ert son ) ( see Sakagami and Michener,
in pr ess ) ::::e
phyrm n ( Smith ) ( see Sakagami and J\Jichener, in press )
and for p erhaps h alf a dozen unid entified species. In all of these
th e nests ar e similar, eac h consisting of a branching main burrow
from which diverge sub horizontal , bilaterally symmetrical, wax
lin ed cells conn ect ed to the ma in burrow without or by very short
lat eral burr ows. Only in L. aricense ( Schrottky) ( = Halictus glabriventris Fri ese ) and lwrbstie llwn ( Fri ese ) ( see Claude-Joseph ,
1926 ) from Chile are th e basic fea tur es of th e nest architecture differen t from th at of th e abov e species. Possibly these forms ar e not
pro p erly includ ed in Clzloralictus, or perhaps they were misid entified b y Claud e-Joseph .
A small amount of informa tion on nests and b ehavior of L. in.
1. ~ustralian
sp ecies _included in C/1lo rali c tu s b y Raym ent in va riou s publi cation s tr eatmg of b1ology are m reality not rel ated to C 11loralict 11s.
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conspicuum is found in th e papers by Michener , Cross, Daly , Rettenmeyer and Wille ( 1955) , Michener ( 1958 ), and :Michener and
Lang e ( 1958). In these publications the synon ymous name, stultwn
Cresson , is used for this species. The meag er conclusions on thi s
species pr esented in thos e pap ers app ea r in greater detail in th e
pr esent work.
W e wish to acknowl edg e grants from th e National Science Foundation which mad e th e study possibl e. vVe wish also to thank
several p ersons who help ed with th e field observations. This has
been no light task , as thos e who hav e spent long hours on th e
ground watching or digging b ees' nests in th e hot summer sun can
testify. The p ersons concerned are Earl e A. Cross ( now of Northwestern Stat e Coll ege, Natchitoches, Louisiana) , Howell V. Daly
( now of th e Uni versity of California , Berk eley, Ca liforni a), vVallace E . La Berg e ( now of th e Uni versit y of Nebraska, Lincoln , Nebraska ), Ell en Ordwa y of th e Uni versity of Kansas , Ca rl vV. Rettenmeyer ( now of Kansas Stat e Univ ersit y, :Manhattan, Kansas ),
and Alvin F. Shinn ( now of Steph en F. Austin State College, Nacogdoches , T exas ) .
Dr. Da vid S. Simon ett of th e D epartm en t of Geography , The
Univ ersit y of Kansa s, kindl y visited th e main nesting sites and
provid ed th e data on soils.
Th e statistical analyses were don e by Miss E1len Ordwa y with
guidance from Gunth er Schlager and F. James Rohlf.
GENERAL

ACCOUNT

OF LASIOGLOSSU:l\I

INCONSPI CUUl\1

Distribution: This minute greenish black bee , nearly 4 to nearly 5
mm. in length , is wid espr ead over eas tern North America, occurring
from Qu eb ec to Georgia , westward to Wisconsin , New Nlexico, and
Texas ( :Michener, 1951) . Over much of thi s area it is one of the
commonest native b ees, although so inconspicuous that it is often
unnoticed even by entomologists. Th e species also occurs in th e
vicinity of Riverside , California, where it was presumably introduc ed from the eastern or central part of th e Unit ed States.
In eastern Kansas , wh ere our observations were ma de, the species is generally distribut ed. It is sometim es very comm on and can
be tak en at least occasion ally on almost any clump of suitable flowers. In this area h·ees and bush es cove r most of th e nonculti vated
terrain and the averag e rainfall is relat ively high ( 35 inches annually at Lawrence).
In central Kansas ( area of Caldw ell, Hutchinson , and Salina) , how ever, th e ra infall is less and unculti vated
land is largely treeless except in stream valleys. In this area L. in-
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conspicuum is largely confined to stream valleys although other
species of its subgenus are common in the drier uplands.
Although Lasioglosswn inconspicuwn is found in an area most
of which was once deciduous forest, it is not a bee of forests themselves. It usually nests in exposed bare soil, as will be discussed in
detail in the section on "Distribution of Nests," and we have never
found it burrowing in the forest floor. Originally the forest margins and perhaps occasional bare streamside areas must have been
its chief habitats. Destruction of forests, overgrazing of pastures,
erosion of soil and development of brushy or weedy wastelands
must have enabled the species to become much more abundant and
possibly more widespread than in primeval times.
Life History: A brief account of the life history of L. i11conspicm11n is given here to provide background for subsequent sections
of the paper, where most of the matters mentioned will be treated
in greater detail. The bee is social to the extent that its nests, which
are burrows in the soil, are usually occupied by several females.
One or more of these is a queen, the others workers, but these castes
are very similar and overlap broadly in size. vVithout information
as to season, young females can be placed as to caste only if unusually small (workers) or large (queens).
The caste of older individuals ( with worn mandibles) can be determined more readily
when ovarian development and spermathecal contents are considered.
The species overwinters as adult fertilized queens in the nests.
In the spring thes e queens provision cells and lay eggs, either in
new nests or in the old ones. The cells are mass provisioned and
usually closed after th e eggs are laid, as in most other halictines.
After preparing about five cells, the queen ceases her activities
until these progeny reach maturity. All of them are workers. They
deepen the nest and provision other cells in each of which the queen
lays an egg. From this time on the nest is usually continually active , there being no separated broods as in the European L. 111alaclwru111. The short-li ved workers are replaced as they die so that
several of them arc ordinarily present in the nest. The queens
probably arc sometim es replaced during the summer, and some
males are produc ed during that season. In fall queens and males
arc produced in th e nests, and it is these young queens which pass
the winter.
Seasonal Cycle 1 : Over wintered queens were first seen in the
1. N umh C'rs in par enth eses in th is SC'Cti on indi ca te th e numb er of years
priat e obs ervations w er e mad e.

when
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spring at Lawrence , Kansas , on various dates from :March 25 to
Apri] 16 ( 6). Three of th e six ea rly spring records are in th e first
we ek of April. Each of th e early records is based on an observation of bees flying about or aJighting on the ground, but without any
evid enc e of excavation of cells or other work in the nest. TumuJi
( pil es of exca vated ea rth ) at the nest en tran ces or regular goin g
in and out of well rounded nest entrances were first no ted on dates
ranging from April 3 to 26( 6 ). Th e first queen see n carrying a
po]]en load into th e ne st ( i. e., the first evid ence of provisioning of
cells) was observ ed on dates ranging from Apri] 13 to May 1 ( 7).
Th e first bees recogniz ed as workers , eith er by dissection or by
augmentation of n est populations , wer e not ed on dates ranging
from May 31 to Jun e 10( 5 ). Mal es w ere first seen , always in smalJ
numbers ( usually only one or two in hour s or days of observation),
on dat es ranging from Jun e 1 to Jun e 18( 5). Because males might
b e produc ed as a sort of abnormality in nests that had lost their
queens, and becaus e th e records in th e first haH of Jun e may repr esent th e parasitic species, Lasioglossum ce plzalotes, it seems worth
noting that our earliest excava tions of mal e pupae from nests which
also contained femal e pupa e w ere from Jun e 20 to July 8(3 ). Sinc e
we dug relativel y few nests, about 40 durin g June , compared to th e
total numbers of nests in th e areas studied , it is not sur pri sing that
mal es from one or ano th er nest would be seen in flight before any
mal e pupa e were found in nests. \Ve th erefo re cannot b e sure of
th e significance of th e lat e dates for th e male pupae. \Ve did dig
one nest containing mal e but no female pupa e on June 17.
The last females, pr esum ably work ers , were seen carrying pollen
on dates ranging from August 28 to Sept emb er 13( 4) and very few
cells are provisioned as lat e as th ese elates. Th e last overwin tering
queens were seen in flight from October 1 to 22( 4) ; the last male s
from September 26 to Octob er 12( 3). Ov erwint ering queens were
seen guarding nest entranc es as lat e as Octob er 10 to 22( 3) .
Natural En emies: Lasio glosswn ( C'1loralictus ) inconspic uum is
frequ ently parasitized by L. (Paralictus) cep lwlo tes ( Dalla Torre).
A later paper will concern the biology of this p aras itic species and
its relations to its variou s hosts , all of which are in the subgenus
Chloralictus.
A small mutillid, Pseudom etlwca fri gida frigid a (S mith ) ( det.
K. V. Krombein) is common in and ab out the nes ts of L. inconspicuum.
It has not achrnlly been rear ed from cells of this b ee.
[We have also taken it in th e ne sts of Lasioglossum zeplzyrwn
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(Smith), rohweri (Ellis), and versatmn (Robertson) and in nests of
Augoclilorella striata ( Provancher).]
vVe have reared males of a minute tiphiid, nf yromosula parvula
(Fox) ( <let. K. V. Krombein), from their cocoons in cells of L.
inconspicuwn
and have captured a few females in the nests of the
Lasioglossum.

Female ( but not male) Strepsiptera ( H alictoxenos) are occasionally found in abdomens of L. inconspicuum, as are larvae which
appear to belong to the Conopidae ( Diptera).
Except for the forms listed above , natural enemies in nest of L.
inconspicuum are not noticeable. Some cells are destroyed by mold,
but there is always a question as to whether this is a primary enemy
or merely attacks already dead eggs or larvae, thence spreading onto
the pollen mass.
Outside the nests, of course the adults are subject to the usual
predators.
ACTIVITY

OUTSIDE

THE

NESTS

Detailed data on temperahue,
light , wind, and other factors associated with flights from the nest
have not been obtained , as other data seemed more important.
However, the meager information obtained is perhaps worth recording. Except as otherwise indicated , temperatures were taken
in the shade of the obs erver 's body 30 cm. above the ground. At
50° F. no bees were seen. At 62° F. guards were seen in some nests,
but no flights were mad e. Pollen-collecting flights were observed
at temperatures ranging from 70° to 105° F. Of course temperatures
at the soil surf ace are much higher in direct sun light, and as will
be explained in more detail in the section on "Guards," the guards
withdraw from unshad ed nest entrances when the temperature obtained by laying a th ermom eter on the ground surface in direct sun
light reaches about 125° F.
Of course strong wind usually results in reduced activity , but
pollen collecting flights sometimes occur when a warm wind is blowing so strongly that th e b ees are rolled over and over on the ground
if th ey alight in appro achin g th e nest. At such times bees may cling
to weeds and leaves , and seve ral may then enter a nest in quick succession when th ere is a lull in th e wind.
Hours of A cti vity: Th e tim e of clay when activity begins varies
with th e season. On var iou s clear clays in June, the first flights from
nests in the mornin g were observed from 6:40 a. m. to 9:00 a. m.; on
Conditions

for Outside

Activity:
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cloudy days the first flights were later. In th e afternoon , a bee was
seen to leave the nest as late as 4:55 p. m.
It is a common observation of persons collecting bees about
flowers that , except on the hottest days , coll ecting is best in late
morning hours. As a biproduct of observations of the activities of
marked bees, we obtained numerical verification of this collector's
impression. Figure 1 shows the number of work er bees ente ring at
different times of the day into nests that wer e und er obse rvations.
The maximum was reached during the period from 8:30 to 11:30.
Our data were largely gathered during hot summer days; this may
explain the relatively early maximum. Afternoon activity was about
half of that in the morning. Separate lines for b ees returning to th e
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PERIODS

FIGURE
1. Graph showing th e average numb er of tim es p er h alf hour p eriod
that females ( probably all work ers) ent ered th eir nests af ter trip s afield. All
observations wer e mad e during th e month s of Jun e, July , and August. The
figures across th e top of th e graph show th e numb er of half -hour periods during
which nests wer e und er observation; irr eg ulariti es in th e ear ly morning are
doubtless due to the small numb er of observations.
Th e solid line indicat es th e
total average numb er of entri es. The nests studied were usually the mos t activ e
ones available, so that th e figures are strongly bia sed upward.
The broke n line
shows the av erag e numb er of entri es of b ees with poll en load s on th e legs. The
dotted line shows th e av erag e numb er of entri es of b ees without pollen loa ds.
The total is sometimes higher than th e sum of th e other tw o, sin ce bees sometim es got into th eir nests without our determining wh eth er or not th ey were
carrying pollen.

nest with and without pollen loads on the scopa show pollen collecting to be the dominant outside activity in mor nings but flights
presumably for nectar gathering or probably mer ely for feeding of
adults increase through the day ( except for a mid day lull) and are
the dominant outside activity in late afternoon. We know from
observations of bees marked for individual recognition that at least
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some of the afternoon flights from which bees returned with no
pollen loads were made by individuals which had collected pollen
earlier in the day and did so also the next day.
There is no reason to believe that the reduced afternoon activity
is due to poorer weather in the afternoon. The observations were
made during 50 different days scattered through three summers.
The reduced activity may b e related to reduced availability of pollen
because it is utilized by be es during the day , but some individuals
were able to obtain pollen loads in short periods of time in the
afternoon and the average duration of pollen-collecting trips was
not longer in the afternoons than in the mornings. It seems likely
that an innate featur e common to the activity of most bees is the
tendency, in fine weath er, to do more foraging in the mornings than
in the afternoon. Scatt ered data on other species suggests that the
afternoon increase in trips for purpos es other than collecting pollen
is also a common tend ency at least among halictines.
Flowers Visited: Like most halictines , Lasioglossum inconspicuum
is polylectic , that is, it visits and even collects pollen from a wide
variety of flowers. Polylecty is a usual characteristic of social bees;
since such bees are active through a long season , no one flower is
ordinarily available to them at all seasons. No serious effort was
made to obtain a comprehensive list of kinds of flowers visited by
L. in co nspicuum , since it was felt that almost any flower visited by
any bees in our area would be visited at least occasionally by this
species . Table I was based upon data on specimens in the Snow
Entomological Mu seum as well as on observations made in the
course of the study of this species. Exc ept as otherwise indicated ,
femal es or both sexes ,~ere found on flowers in the list.
Examination of Table I shows that th e large yellow-flowered
Composita e (e.g., H eliantlws, Silpliium) so conspicuous in lat e
summ er in Kansas arc little visi ted by L. inconspicuum, although
many other bees, including ot her sp ecies of the subgenus Cliloralictus, regu larl y visit these flowers. Th e selection of flowers is
similar to, althou gh more catho lic than , that of nf egacliile brevis
Cresso n ( see ~Jichen er, 1953) which also uses primarily blue to
wh itish flowers. L. inconsp icu wn sometimes collects pollen from
yellow flowers of Tarnxacum offic inale in the early spring, possibly
because th ere is som etimes a shortage of other flowers at that season.
It is appa rent th a t even in a spec ies of seemingly thoroughly
polylectic bee, by no means all of the potential pollen and nectar
sour ces ar c used. Expres sed in different terms, the bees seem to
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1.-List of Flowers on which Lasioglossum inconspicuum Has Been
Taken in Eastern Kansas. P indicates that females were collecting pollen,
S that they were sucking nectar but not collecting pollen. \Ve have no
notes concerning activities of bees on flowers not marked eith er P or S.

TABLE

Liliaceae
Allium sp.
Gramineae
Unidentified

:\Ialvaceae
Callirho e digitata

p

Cruciferae
Sz:symbrium sp.?
Roseceae
Spirea vanhouttei
Prunus americana
Fragaria virginiana
M alus pumila
Leguminosae
Petalostemon candidum
Psoralea fioribunda
M elilotus o,fficinalis .
M elilotus alba
"!Ifcdicago sa liva
Cercis canadensis
A nwrpha cancscens
A morpha fruticosa
Anacardiaceae
Rims aromatica
Rhu s copallina
Rhu s glabra

Lythracea c
Lythrwn alatwn

p

Umbelliferae
Daucus carrota

p
p

( cj'!)

S
P
P
P
P

p

Asclepiadaceae
Asclepias tuberosa

s

Labiatae
"!IIonarda fistulosa

p

Plan taginaceae
Plantago rugelii

p

Compositae
Taraxacum officinal e

p

Silphiwn specioswn
Silphiwn pcrfoliatum
Solidago sp.
Aster azur eus
V ernonia baldwinii
Erigcron philad elphicu s
Ruclbeckia hirta
Echinacca pallida
Ratibicla pinnnla

s
s
s
p
( a,)

have preferences for certain sorts of Rowers. Such preferences
doubtless occur among most polylectic bees and are responsible for
the observation that at a given tim e different polylectic species
often use different Rowers in the same area. Such observations
are very easily made with various species of Trigona and "AIelipona
( see :Michener, 1946).
nf etlwds of Foraging: Methods of gathering pollen vary according to the Rower being utilized as a food source. When working
about over the masses of small Rowers of Rlws copallina, the females
can be rather , easily seen to brush the anthers with the fore tarsi,
to transfer the pollen to the middle legs, and thence to the scopa on
the rear legs and probably to the hairs of the abdominal sterna.
There is no regular timing of the movements, nor is there regular
alternation of the movem en ts; that is, sometimes pollen is trans-
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£erred backward twic e in succession on one side of the body before
th e same action occurs on th e other side.
It seems that basically similar actions are used for collecting
poll en on other flowers, but the modifications resulting from different flower structur e are great. For example, to gather pollen
from the flowers of Plantago rugelii, the bee alights on the long
stamens , and as she hangs downward she clasps several of them
tog ether with th e hind legs, then brush es pollen off of the anthers
with the forel egs, transferring it backward to the scopa by the
process already d escrib ed. The b ee flies from place to place on the
flower mass; walking among the stamens looks to be impractical.
It appears that poll en gathering must vary greatly in efficiency
on different flowers .
Observations of poll en collecting bees in areas of mixed flowers
showed that on any given trip a bee usually gathered pollen from
a single kind of flower instead of going to various kinds and obtaining mixed poll en loads. Obs ervations of marked bees going in
and out of a single nest often showed that they were collecting
from different flowers. For example, one might bring in loads
of yellmv poll en while another was bringing white. :Moreover, a
single be e might change th e typ e of pollen it was gathering , so
that after a yellow load , she might bring a white one .
Sometimes be es collecting pollen may suck nectar from another
flower, then go on collecting pollen from the first. For example,
a bee was seen collecting poll en of Plantago. She then flew to
"filelilotus alba, sucked some nectar , and returned to collecting
poll en on Plantago. Jlelilotus alba is sometimes used as a pollen
source, although perhaps not when Plantago pollen is also available.
Sometimes b ees are seen to return to the nest with only a light
dusting of poll en on the scopa . Pr esumably such bees were gathering nectar or feeding and in brushing among anthers , some pollen
adh ered to th eir hairs. \ Vhat b ecom es of such pollen is quite unknown.
In lat e fall, after most of th e flowers have disappeared, overwin tering queens sometimes feed on honeydew.
Details of this
will be given in th e section "Behavior of Queens."
Activi ty Around the Nests: :Most of the activity of female bees
around their nests has to do wi th coming and going of the bees.
Bees leav ing th e nests often fly directly and promptly away from
the nest entranc e. Sometimes, especially in cool weather or in the
ea rly morning , bees come out of the hole very slowly, turning the
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head jerkily from side to side, often lingering half expos ed for some
seconds, and may crawl as much as a centimeter from the hole before flying. In Bight, the departing bee may dart away with very
little "orientation Bight" over the nesting area. This is particularly
characteristic of departures occurring during th e heat of summer
days. On cooler days and in early morning hours , it is more common to see irregular zig zag or sometimes spiral "orientation Bights"
as bees leave. Such a flight requires up to 15 seconds, and during it
the bee rises to a height of some four centimeters above the ground
surface, flying about over an area of up to 30 cm. in diameter, although usually smaller, before making off. Figur e 2 illustrates
some flight patterns of bees leaving nests.

30

cm

FIGURE 2. Flight patterns of females leaving nes ts.
sents an unusually extensive "orientation flight."

The lower one repre-
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Th e mor e elaborat e and prol onge d forms of departure mentioned
in the prec eding paragraph are charact eristic , often in exaggerated
form , of young adults. \V e not ed thi s on several occasions , when
activities of marked poll en collec tors w ere being observed day after
da y. As unmark ed b ees beg an making trips from such a n est,
th ey almost always m ad e mor e elaborat e d epartures than th e presmnabl y old er, mark ed , forag ing b ees leaving the nest at the same
tim e. A few day s later th e unm ark ed b ees wer e seen collecting
poll en and m akin g th e usual quick d epartures.
Bees accustom ed to th e nest usu ally fly almost directly to it , zig
zagging only slightl y in th e last few centimeters of the approach to
th e nest. Th ey ali ght almost at th e thr eshold of the hol e and
quickl y crawl in . Qu ee ns going into th eir nests in spring, and
youn g femal es at oth er seasons , oft en see m to have difficulty finding th eir nests. Th ey may alight on th e ground near the nest , and
aft er walkin g about , eve n starting to dig , th ey fly again , oft en rep eating th e p erform an ce for 15 or 30 minut es until they ultimately
find th e nest entr ance . It see ms appar ent that such bees hav e little
difficulty in gettin g within abot1t half a meter of the nest , bt1t the
exact location of th e nest see ms oft en to be discovered by chance .
Of cours e th e numb er of such di sori ent ed b ees is greatly incr eased
by an y di sturban ce of th e soil surfac e, such as trampling by cattl e
or person s, which may occur whil e bee s ar e afield.
Oc casionall y di sorient ed b ee s ent er th e wrong nest , but usually
soon leave again. Th e probabilit y exists , however , that they may
som etim es b ecom e inco rporat ed into th e populations of other nests
as sugg ested b y th e result s of th e exp eriments on transferral of
youn g work ers fr om nest to nest, as d escribed in the section on
"Beha vior of \Vorkers."
Collection s of disorient ed or lost b ees in locations wh ere no surface di sturban ce cou ld acco t1nt for di sori entation reve aled not onl v
youn g b ees with m1worn man dibl es, as would be expected from th e
p rece din g p ara grap hs, bu t also some bee s with much worn or very
mu ch worn m andib les. Pres uma bly th ese ar e senil e b ee s; the few
di ssec ted ha ve all b ee n wor kers. Lik e th e unworn on es th ey giv e
eve ry impr ession of looking for th eir n ests, examining every little
hole, som etim es starti ng to dig, but soon walking or flying on.
Such lost b ees som etim es go away fr om th e nesting ar ea for half
an h ot1r or more, th en return and resum e th eir searching. \Ve hav e
mark ed st1ch b ees w ith pa int and found th em still sear chin g the
ne xt d ay. \ Ve pr esum e tha t some senil e b ees lose th eir ability to
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return to their nests. In two cases which we obs erv ed , lost be es
were individuals that had been previously mark ed and th eir activi ties observed in certain nests. In both cases th e nests were seemingly normal , and exhibited normal activity , while the disoriented
senile bees searched within a meter or two of th eir nests.
Duration of Trips a11dPeriods Between Th em: Th e data on this
subject were obtained by means of bees mark ed for individual
recognition.
Most of the data were gathered from marked workers , but queens in the spring, when they are provisioning cells , mak e
trips of similar duration and similar variabilty in duration. The in10
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Histograms showing (abov e ) duration s in minut es of
trip s a way from nests, black areas indicating that th e b ees return ed
to th e nests with a poll en load on th e scopa , and (b elow ) duration s of
period s that bee s sp ent in th e nests b etw ee n poll en- collec tin g trips .

formation on queens has ther efor e been lumped with that obtain ed
by observing workers, and is presented in Figure 3.
Because pollen-collecting bees usually enter and leave their n ests
rapidly , it was found difficult to sit beside one or two nests and record every entry or departur e. Sometimes bees would be missed
altogether; more often they would be seen but th eir color markings
could not be recorded with certainty . To slow down the bees entering the nests , we often put a straw or grass blad e across the nest
entrance. The resultant delay enabled us to record the color combinations of entering bees , but did not help with the departing individuals which would crawl from beneath the obstruction and
immediately take wing. Therefore we have over one hundred records of the period from a tim e when a bee entered her nest until
the next time that she entered her nest. These data support the
picture indicated by Figure 3. In two cases the period from one
entrance to the next was over 200 minutes.
We have records of trips from which bees returned with pollen
loads on the legs ranging from 3 to 105 minutes in duration.
As
shown in Figure 3 the bulk of such trips take from 8 to 40 minutes ,
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with the maximum number of trips requiring about 16 minutes.
The great variation in duration of trips may be due to variations in
the ease with which pollen is obtained. There is some tendency
for a series of successive trips by a single bee to be of about the
same duration, as shown by this example ( time given in minutes,
P signifies return with pollen load): 13P, 24P, 13P, 15P; another
example, 8P, 9P, 9P. However, durations of successive trips may
vary strikingly, as shown by the following series: 36, 40P, 15P, llP
and 15P, 14P, 8P, 5P.
Successive periods spent in the nest between trips often vary
considerably, as shown by the following five series ( given in minutes): 4, 5, 5; 6, 2, ?, 6; 3, 2, 4, 9, 7; 8, 31, 9; 6, 7, 16, 37. As shown
by Figure 3, the range of variation is far less than for trips afield.
In the case of the last series shown above, the 37 minute stay in
the nest was due to the bee spending a considerable time as a guard
before leaving on the last trip.
These data in general show rapid trips and in theory a bee ought
to be able to make many trips per day. As shown in Figure 1,
however, outside activity of all sorts and pollen collecting trips particularly , diminish in the afternoons. The largest number of pollen
collecting trips that we have ever seen a bee make in a day is seven.
\,\1e often watched nests until activity seemed to have ceased for
the day , and we are confident that more than seven trips per day
would be unusual.
By no means all of the bees in a nest that are apparently able to
collect pollen actually do so actively at any one time. This is shown
in Table II, which shows the number of pollen collecting trips made
by various workers during periods of three hours. As indicated by
the zeros , a consid erable number of workers made no trips whatever. Some of thes e were presumably young adults not yet ready
to undertake foraging activities but others had been seen returning
with pollen on pr evious days. It is also evident from Table II that
many make only one or two trips during the time that others make
five or six. The trip s of th e bees making few trips take no more
time , on th e averag e, than thos e made by bees making more trips.
Rath er, th e b ees making few trips seem to start late, stop early, or
both , thus spendin g mu ch mor e time in their nests.
In conn ection with the above paragraphs it should be mentioned
that the data w ere collect ed from some of the most active nests and
on days of gr eat activity. Th e majority were less active, and nests
like nest l, Tabl e II, whi ch showed no activity in three hours, were
common.

TABLE IL-Number
of Pollen Loads Carried into Nests by Individual Bees During Periods of Three Hours Duration.
Opposit e
"Number of \Yorkers" is indicat ed th e number of workers ( marked for individual recognition) known to be present in the nest
on th e day when it was obs erved continuously for thr ee hours. Opposite and b elow "Number of pollen loads" is indicated, for
each work er, th e number of loads that she carried into th e n est. Data from diff erent nests or different days are separated in
letter ed vertical columns. All d ata w ere gathered during the morning hours, e.g., 8 a. m. to 11 :00 a. m. or 9:00 a. m. to
12:00 a. m., during the months of Jun e, July, or August.
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Variabilit y in activit y amon g nests is th e rule rather than the exception. For exampl e on Jul y 3, 1952, thre e nests within 10 cm .
of one another at Engl e's Place were obs erved all day. In one , six
different marked b ees were seen at th e entrance or going in and
out , some of them busil y carrying poll en. In another nest, two
b ees were seen , one of which mad e one trip afield. In the third
nest, only a guard was seen, and she never left the nest. Such diversity is associat ed with varying nest populations resulting in part
from variations in th e numb er and activity of queens . In a population in which man y coloni es ar e dying throughout the year , one
must expect to find man y nests whi ch seem inactive becaus e of
dwindling population s. How ever, w e oft en also found relativ ely
inactiv e coloni es whi ch later b ecam e acti ve, presunrnbly because
of ernergenc e of additi onal work ers.
Probable La ck of Social Facilitation: Obs ervers watching nest s of
L. inconspi cumn ( as well as oth er colonial halictines) are often impr essed by th e fact th at th ere see ms to be a tendency for several
individuals to leave a nest or return to it in a short spac e of time.
It som etim es happ ens that aft er watching a nest for many minutes
and seeing no activity, an obs erver sees several bees leav e within
a p eriod of five or ten minut es.
To d etermin e wh eth er th ere wa s social facilitation so that departur e of one indi vidu al tend ed to b e associat ed with d epartur e
of oth ers, d epartur es as we ll as arrivals during ninete en morning
periods of good weat her ranging in length from 60 to 190 minut es
we re tabulat ed . T he ob servation s w ere mad e at various nests and
during all th e sum m er month s. Th e p eriods of obs ervation were
divided into ten minute units. Th ere w ere 179 such units during
which b ees leav ing the n ests had b een not ed and 162 when b ees
ent erin g nest had b een record ed. During about 150 of th e p eriods
bo th arri vals and d epa rtu res we re record ed ; during the remaind er
only d epartur es or only arr ivals we re not ed for on e reason or an oth er. Th e result s of this stud y are shown in Table III . It can be
seen that for b oth entering and d eparting b ee s, th e fr equ enci es of
two or mor e p er ten minut e p eriod exceed th e frequ enci es expect ed
fro m th e Poi sson distribut ion . Th e differenc es from th e Poisson
d istribut ions ar e not satistica lly significant , how ever, for d epartur es
and me scarcely so ( .02 < X 2 < .05 ) for arrivals . Th e con sistenc y
of th e differences for the two sorts of d ata ( arrivals and d epartur es )
sugges ts th at th ey may not be mere sampling errors. Th ey might
result from external factors ( a cloud over th e sun or th e pr esence
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TABLE III.-Numbers
of Females Entering or .Le avi ng Nests Duri ng T en
l\linute Periods. Most of those entering carri ed poll en loads on the ir legs.
Observed and expected frequencie s
Bees per ten minut e period

Entering

Departing

Observed

Expected

Observed

Ex pected

0.

60

59 .60

70

72 . 78

1.

54

59 .60

64

65.50

2.

31

29.79

30

29.48

3.

12

9.93

9

8.84

4.

3

2.48

4

1. 99

5.

.,

.50

1

.3 6

1

.05

6.
Totals .

..

162

179

of the observer ) holding up departur e or return of foragers for a
time until several are ready to leave or return at about the same
time. Alternatively , guards may sometimes retard departures until
several bees are ready to go.
Since the study reported in Table III seemed inconclusive , and
since it seemed desirable to relate arrivals at a nest with the departures immediately following them ,1 another study was made , again
based on morning observations made during good weather.
Because the units of time used were five instead of ten minutes, in
length, it seemed reasonable to include briefer periods of observation in the study; twenty-five periods ranging from 40 to 190 minutes
in duration were used. Both arrivals and departures were recorded
during these periods. The average number of departures for five
minutes was determined for each period of observation ( Table IV,
column 2). If departures were associated with arrivals, then the
average number of departur es per five minutes following an arrival should exceed the general average number per five minute
period. Column 3, Table IV , shows the average number of del. Arrivals of successful forages are rela ted to departur es of oth er forag ers in many
social insects, such as Apis, Trigona , .M elipona, Bombus, Polistes , V espula, and many ants.
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IV.-Average
Number of Females Leaving Nests in Consecutive Fiveminute Periods ( Column 2) and in Five-minute Periods Starting with the
Return of a Bee.

TABLE

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Observational
period

Mean number
of departures
per five minutes

Mean number
of departures
in five minutes
following arrivals

Duration of
observations
(minutes)

. 15
. 17
.20
.25
.27
.28
.29
.30
.31
.31
.36
.36
.36
.36
.39
.44
.49
.55
.58
.60
.76
.78
.85
.88
1.13

0
0
0
0
.33
.25
.67
.09
.70
.83
.40
.35
.22
.67
.58
.80
.52
1.00
.50
.86
.33
.67
1.23
2.00
1.00

100
90
50
40
75
70
70
185
145
145
140
100
100
95
190
45
185
110
155
50
75
45
65
40
75

.46

.56

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Mean

I

I

p artures in five minute periods, each of which starts at the moment
of arrival of a bee ( almost always a pollen-laden forager).
Ex amination of Table IV, in which the observational periods are
arrange d in order of increasing mean departure rate, shows that
when the re is little activity, the few departures seem to have little
relat ion to the arrivals. At low departure rates, assuming no relation bet wee n an arrival and the ensuing departure , it is not surprisin g tha t the departures commonly fall in the long intervals
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between arrivals. \Vhen there is more activity in nests, the number
of departures per five minutes following arrivals clearly exceeds, in
most instances, the mean number of departures per five minutes.
At first thought this would seem to indicate some sort of social
facilitation in which the return of a forager stimulates the departure
of others, acting either through the guards or directly upon other
foragers. This is apparently not true, however, for Figure 3 shows
that some 28 percent of the periods between trips by a given forager
are five minutes or less. Excluding first trips for the day , this percentage of the departures is in reality associated with arrivals for
purposes of the five-minute units used in this study. Therefore it is
not surprising that the excess of the mean of Column 3, Table IV
over that of Column 2 is 22 percent. In any event this excess clearly
does not show an influence of returning foragers on different departing ones.
Lack of social facilitation of foraging trips is hardly surprising in a
primitively social form such as L. inconspicrwm with the nests
branched and cells dispersed.
Length of Flights: In early spring when flowers are scarce, one
sometimes finds nests being provisioned a considerable distance
from any flowers. v\Te have seen such nests as much as 50 meters
from the nearest flowers ( Prmws) that we could find. Presumably
the bees fly at least that far.
During the rest of the active season flowers are so generally
available that it was never far to them from the nesting sites that
we found. We experimented with carrying marked pollen collecting bees away from their nest and releasing them. We assumed
that if they found their way back quickly, they were probably
familiar with the landmarks at the place where they were liberated.
Bees returned promptly from points 75 meters distant from their
nest. Unfortunately the experiment was not continued to the point
where some of the bees were lost, but it does indicate that in spite
of their minute size, these bees fly moderate distances.
NESTS

Distribution of Nests: Nests have been found in the soil of a
wide variety of sunny or partly sunny locations. Undoubtedly
many of the nests are isolated. Because of their inconspicuousness,
solitary nests are difficult to find. We came upon them occasionally,
however, in overgrazed pastures, parkings or partly bare areas on
the University campus, along an abandoned road, etc. Those that
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we studied or excavated seemed quite comparable to nests in aggregations.
It was convenient for us to make our studies in places where we
could find numerous nests in the same vicinity. Fortunately several such locations were found, after much and often fruitless
searching, in the vicinity of Lawrence , Kansas. The accounts of
these places below give some idea of habitats in which Lasioglosswn
inconspicuum nests. The locations are sufficiently variable that we
have never been able to learn how to recognize a nesting area
from a distance. This is because of the great amount of ground
seemingly similar to that of the nesting aggregations, and yet without nests or with only widely scattered, isolated ones.
Even in the aggregations, the nests were not closely placed. In
late spring, when the number of nests is at its maximum, there were
occasionally found places having perhaps ten nests in an area of one
fourth square meter. These were exceptional local concentrations
within larger aggregations. By midsummer or fall most of the nests
established in spring are dead, and often there was only about one
nest per square meter in the aggregations.
The aggregations are
loose and usually lack definite margins because with careful searching scattered nests can often be found in the surrounding areas.
The nine aggregations from which we obtained nearly all of our
data on Lasioglossum inconspicuum are briefly described as follows:
1. Potter's Lake. This is on the campus of the University of
Kansas. The nests were found along a slightly sloping path which
received considerable use. Although a few isolated nests were
found from time to time elsewhere along this path, most of them
were in an area about 10 meters long and 2 meters wide. Scattered plants of bluegrass ( Poa) and plantain ( Plantago rugclii)
grew in and especially along the sides of the path. The nests were
of ten found among these plants as well as in areas of bare soil.
Larg e trees ( elm and hack berry) shaded the path except during
four or five midday hours. In one area where new nests were establi shed each spring before leaves grew on the trees, shade continu ed ne arly all day when the trees were fully leaved. In this
shady pl ace ne sts di ed out in early summer. The mortality of
nest s elsew here was so high , however, that one could not be certain
of th e effect of sh ad ing on survival of the nests. The soil was hard
and rather crum bly when dry, with considerable amounts of clay.
The surfac e wa s often dusty due to foot travel along the path. It
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was in a low area, how ever, and remain ed moist longer than soil
of the hill tops.
Among nests of L inconspicmmi at Potter 's Lake we re nu merous
nests of Andrena erythronii Robertson ( ar ea II of Michener and
Rettenm eye r, 1956 ) and during the earlier years of observa tion ,
Calliopsi.s a11dre11iformis Smith. Oth er b ees n ested in th e area only
occasionally.
2. Cooper's Place. Th ere were two sites grouped together under
this nam e in a little used pastur e about nin e miles southeast of
Lawrence. They wer e on nearly flat but well drain ed ground, and
were in small areas of short sparse grass where th e soil surfac e was
exposed to the sun. Each of th e areas was about five meters
across. Th ere w ere no near by tr ees or larg e bushes to provide
shade. Th e main vegetation outside th e imm ed iate areas where
the nests were found consisted of Symplwricarp11s orbiculatus and
Rims copallina. Th e nests were in surface soil of D enn is Fine
Sandy Loam , dev elop ed on sandstone.
In one of the two areas in th e pastur e, enormo us numbers of
nests of Lasioglossum (Chloralictus) rohwcri (E llis ) occurred in
1951, but not in subsequent ye ar s. A few nests of A 11
gochlorella
aurata (Smith) and A. striata ( Pro vanch er) also were found in the
same area.
In th e spring of 1957 th e pastur e was plo wed and sown, desh·oying it for th e tim e b eing as a nesting plac e.
3. En g/e's Place. Th e nesting area called by this name consisted
of some n early bar e ar eas sparsely inhabited by L. i11conspicuwn
in an overgraz ed pastur e about eight miles sou th east of Lawrence.
Th e ground was gently sloping, well drain ed , and high eno ugh to
be quite dry. Th e vegetation was spar se; aside from scatt ered
trees of hedge apple ( "l\1aclurapornifera) which did not shade th e
nesting areas, the principal vegetation was weeds such as Ve rnonia
baldwini. The soil was like that of Cooper's Place.
In the spring of 1957 th e area was plow ed, d estroy ing it for us e
by L. inconspicuum as long as cultivation is continued.
4. Int ersection ( Figur e 40 ). This ar ea was on a dry , rocky hill
about nin e miles south eas t of Lawr enc e. Th e ground in the nesting
area was flat. It was prot ected from grazing and had ne ver b een
cultivated, but had been much disturbed because it was on th e
former site of a schoolhouse. Perhaps because of its rockiness ,
vegetation was not everywhere dense; there was an area about
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six meters square largely occupied by sparse vegetation so that the
soil surface was largely exposed. There was no shading by bushes
or trees. In this area the principal plants were tall grasses and
Verbena stricta. Outside of the nesting area the same plants, together with Rlws copallina and others, formed dense masses which
made the ground there unsuitable for nesting of L. inconspicuum.
Because of removal of the surface soil at some time in the past,
the nests were in subsoil of Dennis Fine Sandy Loam, developed
on sandstone.
A few nests of Halictus confusus Smith were found in the same
area.
5. State Property. The area called by this name was about two
miles southwest of Lawrence , on a gentle slope. Although not cultivated for many years , if ever , native vegetation was entirely gone
and replaced by weeds . Hedge apples ( "A1aclurapomifera) were
nearby trees, but did not shade the nesting area. The nesting area
itself was sparsely covered with grass, unlike much of the adjacent
ground which was densely weedy or grassy. The soil was Newtonia
Silty Clay Loam developed on Oread Limestone. The nests occurred in a space of about four square meters and were associated
with burrows of Augochlorella striata ( Provanclzer) and A. aurata
(Smith).
After 1955 no nests of Lasioglossum were found in this area,
probably because th e grass became dense in the nesting place.
6. Sycamore Slop e ( Figure 38). This area, on the University of
Kansas Natural History Reservation, was in ground cultivated at
one time, but since 1946 it has been sown with native prairie
grasses and left strictly alone. The nests were on the sides and
summits of some small bare ridges resulting from erosion. The
nests were found in an area about three meters on a side. There
was no shade. Nests of Augochlorella aurata (Smith) and striata
( Provancher) were associated with those of Lasioglossum. Another
area in which we found some nests was along the side of the road
near the main sycam ore slope area. Both of these places are upland
areas of severel y erod ed Pawnee Silty Clay Loam developed on
glacial drift.
7. Prairie Road ( Fi gur e 39). This was on another part of the
University of Kansas Na tural History Reservation. An abandoned
road ( merely a pair of wh eel h·acks) crosses few acres of upland
prairie that has never b een cultivated. In one section of this road,
about seven m eters long, nests were found in considerable numbers
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both in th e exposed soil and along the edges of the tracks where
they were largely shaded by overhanging prairie plants. Elsewhere along the same road across similar soil, th ere were on]y occasional isolated nests. Vegetation consist ed of typical prairi e
plants with some intrusion of Rlms copallina. Th e soil at this location was a Newtonia-like Silty Loam develop ed on limestone.
8. Petefish's Place. The nests at this location were in a level area
about three meters square of mixed sand and clay along a stream
five miles southwest of Lawrence. The location was so ]ow that it
must have been flooded most years; flooding was shown by th e
bent grass and drift wood at the time of our work in this area.
The surface was bare except for scattered clumps of grass and of
sweet clover, A1elilotus alba . The area was exposed to the sun most
of the day but was shaded in the later parts of th e afternoons by
e]ms, hackberries , and other trees. The soil was a sandy ]oam , quite
loose and obviously more sandy than at any other location where this
species was studied.
9. County Line: This was an overgrazed upland pasture along
the Douglas County-Franklin
County lin e south of Lawrence.
There was sparse grass and abundant weeds, such as especially
Vernonia baldwini. The nests were widely scattered in small bare
areas in the pasture. Ther e was no shade except that afforded by
the grass and weeds.
Common Features of Nesting Areas: From the descriptions of
nesting areas given above it is possibl e to extract some common
features which are presumably n ecessary for nesting by this species.
The soil surface is flat or gently sloping in all cases. It must be
exposed; no nests were found where th e soil was densely covered
by vegetation ( as on undisturbed portions of prairies or in densely
weedy areas) or by fallen leaves ( as on the forest floor). The
nesting site is typica11y exposed to th e sun a11 or most of the day.
Nests started in the spring under deciduous h·ees disappeared after
the foliage cast its shade. The soil was in a11 cases ]oam, usua11y
surface soi] but sometimes subsoil. Th e soil may be derived from
sandstone, limestone , or g]acia] drift. Nesting may occur in prairie
soil disturbed only by removal of vegetation or in areas that were
once plowed and have been severely eroded or even in streamside
sandy loam deposits. In spite of all this variation in soils used,
the material is always compact and often hard; nests never occur in
loose sandy soils. Nesting may occur in stony situations where
nests must curve around the rocks or penetrate them if not too
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hard. Nests may be found on hilltops, slopes, or in stream valleys.
As explained in the section on "Survival of Nests" below, we think
that lack of moisture in soil sometimes results in death of colonies
of the bees.
Because of destruction of natural forests and prairies, heavy grazing, and sheet erosion, very numerous areas provide the requirements for nestling noted above. Some possible reasons for development of aggregations will be discussed in the section on
"Distribution of Nests."
Differences in Activities Among Nesting Areas: Differences in
activities among the various nesting areas were often noted. Thus
in late May and early June , 1952, we noted that some nests at
Cooper's Place were still being provisioned by the founding queens,
that there were no smooth areas around the nest entrances nor were
there guards, and that most of the nests were closed and unrecognizable. At the same time at Potter's Lake many of the nests
had already produced workers which guarded the well-formed
entrances and made smooth areas around them; queens were probably rarely seen at the surface of the ground. Not until June 5
did these features appear in the Cooper's Place population.
Later we noted that guards in the nests at Cooper's Place appeared to be timid and disappeared into their nests at the slightest
disturbance; only rarely would they turn and block the entrance
with the abdomen and then only well down below the surface of
the soil. At Potter's Lake the guards were much less easily disturbed, and when disturbed they readily turned and blocked the
entrance with the abdomen, doing so close enough to the surface
that they could easily b e marked with paint for individual recognition while in this position.
On July 5, 1952, we noted that colonies at Potter's Lake and
Cooper's Place had been inactive for several days, possibly because
of prolonged dry , hot weather ( reaching 39° to 41 ° C. daily in
shade), but coloni es at Petefish's Place remained active, possibly
because of the low , cool location near a stream.
In examining nests in different locations, we found that there is a
strong tendency for nests in any one location to be similar in depth
and form. This is probably b eca use of differences in soil ( including
soil moisture) in differe nt places. For example, in midsummer,
nests at Cooper's Place tend ed to be deep ( usually over 65 cm.),
and little branch ed excep t at th e lower levels where there were
cells. At the sam e seaso n nes ts from Potter's Lake were rarely over
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60 cm. in depth , usually shallower, and often rather broadly
branched even at the upper levels.
These examples illustrate the danger of generalizing from nests
observed in only one location or for only a brief period.
Survival of Nesting Aggregations: As already indicated, several
of the areas described above were occupied by nests of L. i11co11spicumn over a period of several years. Th e site at Potter's Lake
had nests in it every year of our study. Sometim es in late summer
there were only one or two nests known to us in the area, but each
spring a new lot of overwintered queens established nests there.
At Cooper's Place, one of the areas had nests for only two years but
the other was occupied each year until it was plowed in 1957.
Sometimes in late summer or fall not one nest could be found in the
area, but in spring it was always reoccupied. Similar observations
were made at other areas of aggregation. Ther e was consistently
a relatively enormous mortality of nests during each season of
activity.
Sometimes, as at the roadside aggregation at Sycamore Slope ,
although numerous nests were seei1 in April and May, not one could
be found my mid-June. More often a few survived for the entir e
year. During dry summers we sometimes got th e impression that
soil humidity was an important factor in nest survival. At the
Intersection site, which often becam e very dry , excava tion of nests
in August showed that the only ones surviving were thos e that actually penetrated relatively moist sandstone rock. At Potter's Lake
also, one August when btit few nests survived, we found that those
which we dug penetrated chunks of moist sandstone scattered deep
in the soil. These observations , combined with the fact that nests
are dug deeper and deeper during the summer at the same time that
the soil is becoming dryer , led to our surmise that lack of soil humidity was an important factor in mortality of nests. During th e
drouth years of 1953 to 56, some of the nest aggregations becam e
entirely extinct, not even being replenished in spring. This occurred at the Intersection , an obviously dry hilltop; at Petefish's
Place where the soil became very dry in appearance, probably b ecause of its sandiness, in spite of its low lying location , and probably
at Engle's Place. vVe only have knowledge of Petefish 's Place being
occupied one summer; it is the most abnormal of the sites found.
During years of adequate and high rainfall many nests also die.
We were not, in fact , able to study any nest aggregation for any
39-5840
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season without b eing impr essed at th e high rat e of mortality for
which we hav e no satisfactory explanation .
The question of th e sourc e of th e overwintered queens which
establish nests in th e spring is int eresting. There is a surprising
numb er of such b ees con sid ering th e lat e spring and summer mortality of nests. Pr esumabl y th ey come from th e nests that did survive th e summ er in th e ar eas of aggr egation as we11 as from the
isolat ed nests. Th e latt er are doubtl ess far mor e numerous than
out data sugg est, for th e minut e holes in th e soil are difficult to
find. Among nests excavated in th e fall and early winter , th e averag e production of young qu eens w as b etw een six and seven , with
a maximum of 18 obs erved on one occasion . :Most of these bees
disp erse in the spring from th eir par ent al n ests and establish new
on es.
Survival of N ests: Num erous indi vidual n ests were marked with
numb ered nails push ed int o th e soil a few centimeters from each
nest. Each group so mark ed and used for th e present aspect of
th e study consist ed of n ests in a singl e aggr egation. Th e number
of mark ed nests in each group is indi cat ed in Figure 4. Th e nests
w ere r e-examin ed at dail y, weekly, or occasionally less frequent intervals. As will b e expl ained lat er, nests are often closed temporaril y. Coloni es w ere consid ered as d ead only when rep eat ed
visits show ed a nest to b e perman entl y closed . Exca vation of a
consid erabl e sampl e of such n ests show ed no surviving b ees of any
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F1cunE 4 . Sur vivorsh ip cu rves for coloni es in six aggregations. A colony was considered dead w hen its n est bec am e p ermanentl y closed . Th e numb er of nes ts in each g roup is indicat ed , aft er th e yea r, alon g eac h curve. Ea ch group con sisted
of m arked nest s in a sin gle agg rega tion.
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age. Survivorship curves for each six group s of marked nests ar e
shown in Figure 4.
It can be seen that in each group , nests succumbed for a time
in such numbers that complete extermination before the encl of
summer seemed likely. As indicated abov e, this sometimes happens as aggregations of nests do sometimes become extinct. However, each of the curves shown in Figure 4 flatt ens out as the season
progresses, showing that some nests survived throu gh the sum mer
( or at least until the end of the observations) in each case. Presumably this indicates that a relativ ely few nests , fortunate in location or in some other attribute, ha ve a good chance of survival
while the others die. This means that once a nest survives for a
certain time , it has a good chance for long er existence.
The group studied in 1953 reach ed a low er level earlier in the
season than any of th e others. It was at th e Int ersec tion , which as
already explained was a dry location from which b ees ultimately
disappeared complet ely . Th e groups for 1951, 1952, and the first for
19,54 ( marked in April) were all at Potter's Lake while th at marked
in July , 1954 and that mark ed in 1955 were at Engle's Place.
For the great majority of n ests, dea th of th e population was not
due to any of th e obvious natural enem ies ( mutillids, Paralictus,
mold attacking poll en mass es). Probabl y death of the queen and
failure to replac e h er, follow ed by death of th e short-lived wor kers,
was th e common cause of extinction.
Nest Structur e: The nests consist of burrows which extend essentially straight downward into th e soil, but often meander considerably ( Figures 5 to 16 ). In soil full of ston es, there are often lon g
horizontal sections following th e surfaces of the stones until th ey
reach places wh ere th ey can go downward.
Sometimes burrows ,
after passing through th e soil for some distance, enter sandstone an<l
perhaps other similarly soft rocks ; as already suggested such nests
sometimes survive b etter , possibl y because of moisture in th e rock ,
than their neighbors entir ely in soil. Th e burrows range from 1.8 to
2.5 mm. in diamet er, rarely rea ching 3 mm. in diameter in certain
parts of the nest. At th e surface of the ground the burrows are
narrowed to 1.3 to 1.5 mm. in diamet er.
Nests made by single qu eens in the spring hav e no specialized
struchire at the surface and the minute holes are difficult to find.
Holes occupied by more than one queen in the spring, and thos e
occupied by queens and workers in summer, are ordinarily surrounded by a depressed smooth, shining area ( Figure 41 ) which
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appears to be thinly covered by a layer of material of perhaps
salivary origin. These depressed areas are 3 to 4 mm. in diameter
and the surface is usually horizontal. When the soil is dry they may
be poorly kept and may even disappear due to pulverization of the
soil but after a rain each active nest will again be provided with
such an area. It is only wh en quite dry that the salivary layer covering the smooth area can be easily detected, for then it pulls away
from the soil in places and therefore has a whitish appearance.
Rarely in Kansas, we have observed such areas sloping inward , form-
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F1cunEs 5 to 7 . Diagrams of nests. For these figures
as well as Figures 8 to 16, severa l abbreviations and
symbols are used. Cells indi cate d by broken lines are
earth-filled.
Ther e were often more of these than indicated; and su ch cells are oft en omitted even though some
were pre sen t, for they are hard to recognize unless very
freshly filled with eart h. The following letter symbols
are u sed in connec tion with cells: e, egg; E, empty; EF,
empty except for larval feces; L , larva of moderat e size;
LL, larg e larv a and prepupa ; i\1, cell contents destroyed
by mold (fungu s); P, pupa ( all femal es unless marked
mal e); PB , poll en ball ( hut no egg or larva); SL, small
larva. \Vh en diagrams hav e b ee n broken to conserve
space, conn ecting points are indicat ed by th e same letters.
F1GURE5. Two young queen nes ts opened on April
27. Th e one at the left ha s a fresh tumulus and a single
empty cell. Each nest was occupi ed by a single queen.
F1cuRE 6. A queen nest opened on May 6 showing
seq uence of the brood from old est above to youngest
below . Th e nest was occupied by a single queen.
F1cunE 7. An old ne st open ed on April 24 and found
to be occupi ed hy a gro up of four que ens which were
reusing th e burrows of the pr evious seaso n. Earthfilled
burrow s extending to deeper leve ls are indicated by
brok en lin es.
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ing small funnels around the entrance holes. One of us ( C. D. NI.)
noted the entrances regularly funnel shaped, sometimes steeply so,
at nests of this species in the garden of Mr. P. H. Timberlake at
Riverside, California, where L. inconspicuum has been introduced
from the eastern or central United States. Probably the form is in
some way related to the texture of the soil.
When bees are digging, the excavated earth is pushed up to form
a tumulus which spreads irregularly around the entrance and reache5
diameters of 12 to 18 mm. The material of the tumulus is granular

8

10

II

FIGURES8 to 11. Diagrams of nests. For symbols
see explanation of Figures 5 to 7.
FIGURE 8. Closed queen nest opened for study on
May 28. The nest was occupied by a single queen.
FIGURE 9. Nest opened on June 3. It was occupied by a single queen and two adult workers. Excavation beyond that of a queen nest is shown by the
cells containing eggs, by the lower empty cells, and by
the partially excavated cell lower than any completed
cell.
FIGURE 10. Nest opened on July 16. It contained
a queen, two workers, and one bee which escaped.
F1GURE11. Nest opened on July 16. It contained
only one queen and one worker. Obviously the queen
had laid no eggs recently.
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but often tends to cling together ; the bees find their way through it
in irregular passages, there is not a uniform passageway through it
as is found in some species. The tumulus may cover the smooth
area completely. Tumuli , however , are ephemeral structures which
wash away in rains or are blown away by winds, leaving the entrances open and surrounded by obvious smooth areas .
We have not noted evidence of burrows being lined with dirt from
deep in the nest , as is so often th e case among other halictine bees
[e.g., Augoclzloropsis div ersipennis ( Lepeletier), see Nlichener and
Lange, 1959; and Lasioglo ssum malachurwn (Kirby), Bonelli, 1948].
The burrows are round in cross-section, not especially smooth walled.
Queen nests, established in the spring by single queens, range from
i'

13

J.
F1cunEs 12 to 14. D iagram s of nests. Fo r symbol s see explanation
of Fig ur es 5 to 7.
F1cunE 12. Nest opened on July 1. It contained one old queen,
five worn work ers, and eleve n unworn fe males almost all of which
were certain ly wo rkers.
F1cURE 13. Nest op ened on July 2. It contain ed one queen , five
worn wor kers, and thr ee unworn fema les that almost certainly were
wor kers.
F1cunE 14. Nest opened on June 26 . It contained one littl e worn
q1!een, eight worn wo rkers, and two unworn females that almost certa mly were work ers.
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FIGURES 15 to 16. Diagrams of n ests. For symbols see explanation of
Figures 5 to 7.
FIGURE 15. Nest opened on August 4. It contained two queens, twenty
workers, and two females of doubtful caste.
FIGURE 16. Nest opened on September 6. It contained one probable worn
queen, eight worn workers, and two you ng females that might well have been
overwintering queens.

9.5 to 24 cm. deep and the burrows are little branched ( Figures
5, 6, 8, and 9). Nests occupied by two or more queens, usually or
always using the burrows of the previou s year in which the queens
presumably hibernated , are often much deeper , and more fully
branched ( Figure 7); the de ep est that we excava ted was 55 cm.
deep, and abandoned burrows filled with earth extended even
deeper. Lower parts of such reused nests are always partially filled
with soil in spring.
With production of workers the nests are extended deeper into
the soil, and as shown in Figure 17 and Table V, maximum depths,
on the average, are attained late in the summer. It is obvious that
burrows are deepened during the summer. It is possible , however,
there is differential survival of colonies that have made deeper nests,
for as the soil dries during the summer, it may happen that only
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deep nests reach levels wher e the soil is damp enough . If this is
true, selection would probably favor colonies using nests of the
previous year established by more than one queen. The enormous
mortality of colonies noted in a preceding section was so far as
known mostly in nests started by single queens. Colonies started
each spring by several queens may occupy the same burrows for
several years in succession and perhaps deepen the burrows somewhat each year. The lower parts become filled with dirt ( often
loose) during spring and early summer, but this may be cleaned
out or new branches made during the summer. The deepest burrow

60
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F1cunE 17. Graph sho wing mea n nest depth, cell depths, and
mea n numb er of branch burrows. For April-:May, broken lines also
show depths of newly esta blished nests and of old nests of the
previous year th at are being re-used . Other statistics concerning
th ese matt ers appear in Tab le V.
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found ( in August) was 93 cm. deep , much branched after the manner of Figure 14. The shallowest, late summer or fall, burrow was
only 14 cm. deep.
As shown in Figure 17 and Table V, the number of branch burrows
is much greater in the large nests late in the season than in the small
queen nests. Nonetheless the number of branches is not as well
correlated with burrow depth as might be supposed. The correlation coefficient ( r) of nest depth with numb er of branch burrows
ranges from .45 to .50 during the summer months . Figure 14 shows
a nest with about the maximum number of branch burrows, while
Figures 13 and 16 show rather deep nests with few branches.
Of course the level of occupied cells descends with th e deepening
of the burrows ( Figure 17 and Table V). In the queen nests in the
spring the uppermost cell is quite regularly about 8 cm. below the
V.-Nest
D ep ths ( in centimet ers)
tot al depths, statistics on new nests and
segregated in April and l\fay. Later in
to distinguish new from old nests. n
mean; SE
standard error of m ean.

TABLE

and Numb er of Branch es. For
on nests of th e previous year ar e
th e season it becom es impossibl e
number of nests examined;

x=

=

=

Nest depth
n

I

X

SE

Depth of upper cell
range

April-May .......

4G

17. 5.J

1.539 9.5- 55

new ........

3.5

13. 50

.452 9.5- 24

old . . .......

11

30.41

-1.540

.......

31

27 .5G

1. 9GO 10- 52

July . . ... . .......

24

32 .06

August-September

2G Gl.23

Jun e .....

n

X

X

SE

range

47

7 .74

. 182 3.5- 11

30

12. 50

. 951 G.5- 30

2 . 170

18- G7 23

1.5..50

.951

9- 27

4.G5G

1-1- 93

41 .02

-1.515

7- G3

17- 55

21

Depth of lower cell
n

-

SE

Number of branches

range

n

X

SE

rang e

April-May .......

_,'
9~

11. 72

.455

7- 18

29

.48

. 1G2

0- 3

June . ...........

30

2-1.20

1. 790

9- 48

30

I .GO

.5G8

0- 11

July . ... ... ... . . . 22

2G.82

2 . 188

13- 55

24

2 . 21

. 528

0- 12

21

57 .95

4.G5

!J- 84

24
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surface of the soil, although depths ranging from 3.5 to 11 cm . have
been recorded. After work ers mature and the burrows are deepened, new cells are constructed at deeper and deeper levels and at
inc reasingly variable levels , as shown in Tabl e V. Cells from which
bees have emerged are filled with dirt, usually very soon after
eme rgence, so that th e number of used cells that have not been
filled with earth in any one nest is always very small except occasionally when the adult population is for some reason much reduced.
The cells themselv es are subhorizontal, sloping downward slightly
to th eir posterior ends , bilaterally symmetrical, the lower surface
being flatter than th e others, very smoo th on the inner surfaces
which are lined with a thin coating of waxlike material ( Figure 42).
~1Jeasurements of cells range from 5 to 6.6 mm. in length and from
2.8 to 3.2 mm. in diameter. The va riation in length is partly due to
var iation in th e exceeding ly shor t lat eral burrows connecting cells
to the main burrows . The laterals may be said to be so short as to
b e absent. Ordinaril y after an egg is laid in a cell , it is closed by
means of a plug of loose, friable soil. Sometimes when plaster of
Paris is pour ed into a nest , it enters a few of the cells. We do not
l'llow if such cells were really open; perhaps the plaster merely
pushed asid e th e d elicate plugs. It is clear that plugs are normally
present; it is also clear that plugs are absent or destroyed with equal
frequency in cells of all ages, including thos e containing pupae. It
is therefore most unlikely that th ere is any progressive feeding
of larvae, since if th at were the case one would expect to find plugs
more frequently absent in cells containing larvae of certain ages.
Occasionally a nest was found in which plaster entered nearly every
cell. It should b e remembered that in L . malaclwrmn (Kirby) and
other species in Europ e some authors hav e insisted that the cells are
open while others have found them closed . Perhaps there is
var iability in th e strength of the plugs or even in their presence.
Sakagami and :Mich ener ( in press) hav e discussed the various
stat eme nts in th e literature concer ning this matter. As shown in
the figures , the cells are ofte n grouped more or less close together,
but do not form distinct clusters as in some other halictine bees.
( See dis cussion of halictine archi tectur e by Sakagami and Michener,
in press).
The numbers of cells in queen nests that had probably reached
the age where no additiona l cells would be made until emergence
of workers are shown in Figure 18. It is evident that nests made
by a single queen usually conta in about five cells, although there is
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18. Histogram showing numbers of cells in
queen nests. Queen nests containing only eggs and young
larvae, or which for any other reason seemed to be stil1 growing, were exc1uded from consideration. Exceptions are nests
containing 28 and 32 celJs which were included because of
the larg e numbers of cel1s ( and queens) even though they
might have produced even more cel1s. The numbers in the
squares indicate the number of queens found in each nest.
It seems probable that two queens were in nests having 10
and 12 ceJls, but that one disappeared or was Jost in two
cases.
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19. Cel1s and their contents. The excess of the total
cells over eggs + larvae + pupae is due to ce1ls under construction
and being provisioned as we11 as old abandoned cells that were not
61led with earth. The dip in ce1l number in July compared to June
and August may be a result of sma11 sample sizes or baised sampling resulting from comparing in this figure data obtained in different nesting places and in different years; or it may represent
biological fact. However, the only year ( 1952) for which we have
good records for both June and July from the same nesting area
suggests that the dip in July did not occur in that place in that
year of relatively moist soil [June = 12.3 ( n = 22); July
15.6
(n
12)].
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co nsiderable variation. Nests occupied by more than one queen
contained correspondingly more cells. The average number of
cells per nest was 10.1 ( This mean is higher than shown in Figure
19 and Table VI because incomplete nests are included in the latter
figure and table).
After emergence of the workers , th e number of cells increases,
as shown in Figure 19 and Table VI. The maximum number found
in any one nest was 90 ( Figure 14) , found near the end of June,
but nests with over 50 cells were found at various times until
early September. During each of th e summer months nests with
only 4 to 7 cells were also found, and even two or three nests without
cells. The nests without cells were not new ones, but old ones
with earth-filled remnants of cells , but without new ones. The
above figures for cell numb ers, and those used in preparing Figure
19 and Table VI, exclude old , used cells filled with earth and in-

=

VI.-Number
of Cells and of Eggs, Larv ae and Pupae Per Nest. n
numb er of nests ;
m ea n; SE= standard error of mean. Under th e heading "%" are shown the percentage of th e cells that contain eggs, larva e, and
pupae.
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Michener ( in press)
as follows: OChnB.

Nr,st construction: The starting of a new nest by a single queen
bee was observed several times in the spring. At this season many
of the overwintered queens spend much time crawling over the
surface of the ground, flying short distances, alighting here and
there, and crawling more, often biting at the ground with their
mandibles.
Not infrequently they start to dig, but usually after
making a hole one or two millimeters deep, they abandon it and
continue the activity which looks like searching.
This can be observed most readily in areas of nest aggregations but with patience
can also be seen in many other patches of bare ground.
Sometimes several such bees were seen at the same time in an area where
a nest was never subsequently found. Occasionally , perhaps most
commonly in the afternoons, such a bee continues its digging, disappearing into the soil in as little as 20 minutes if the soil is moist
and easily worked. The digging is done with the mandibles; as the
hole becomes deeper earth is pushed out with the posterior-dorsal
surface of the abdomen and forms a tumulus which spreads irregularly all around the entrance of the burrow.
As explained previously, dirt excavated in digging new cells or
extending the burrows in established nests is often put in old abandoned cells ( which rarely stay open long) or in short branch burrows, rather than being carried all the way to the surface. \V'e
replaced the upper 10 to 20 cm. of certain nests with glass tubes
which had cell-like evaginations blown in them. The bees never
used these evaginations as cells but soon filled them with earth
brought up as a result of work below the level of the glass tubes.
Nonetheless tumuli appear at irregular intervals throughout the
summer at the entrance of every nest containing an active colony
of bees, for there is never enough space below the surface for all
the dirt that is dug out by the bees.
The smooth areas around the nest entrances appear to be made
by the bees which act as guards; such areas are absent at the entrances of nests inhabited by only a single bee, and guarding is
not observed at such nests. A bee at the nest entrance can often
be seen mouthing the smooth area with its labium, and also rubbing
it with its front tarsi, which are bent mesad under the head. Special
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attention is paid to the rim of th e entrance hole , i. e., to the inner
margin of the smooth area. The postero-dorsal extremity of the
abdomen is often used to shap e this region, by patting motions
when the soil is moist. Similar patting was sometimes observed
to shape the out er margin of th e smooth area , as is shown by the
following notes mad e soon after a h eavy rain. The smooth area
had already b een fairly w ell reformed , but the guard bee was still
at work on it. She reversed herself inside th e nest and backed out
of th e nest so that th e whol e abdomen was exposed and strongly
arched so that th e tip was directed downward.
Supported within
th e entrance by the outside surfaces of th e legs thrust against the
walls, the bee tamp ed th e smooth area with the apex of the abdomen , the whole abdom en being moved up and down. Small
changes in position allowed th e abdomen to tamp different parts
of the smooth ar ea. Th e parts close to the nest entrance were
tamp ed as the b ee slowly moved into the nest, and similar tamping
continued insid e of th e nest, smoothing and making more firm the
insid e wall of th e burrow .
It would seem that th e diameter of th e smooth area is a reflection
of how far the be e can reac h with the abdomen. Probably the size
of various other structures of the nest are also related to dimensions
of the bees , th e entranc e being of a size to admit only one bee at a
time , the rest of th e burrow b eing larg e enough to allow bees to
pass one anoth er read ily.
When the soil surfac e is very dr y and the smooth area completely
gone du e to crumbling of the soil, a littl e wat er allowed to soak into
th e soil about the nest entrance is sufficient to cause the guard to
construct a smooth ar ea. Sometimes two or three bees will work
at and just inside th e nest en trance simultaneously, patting with
their abdomens to shape th e entrance and its smooth area.
Because of th e relati vely uniformly colored soil in the ar eas of
our stud y, we did not readily detect th e working of the soil forming
the lining of the burrow . Soil from d eep in the nest lines the burrow to th e surfac e in many halictin e b ees and L. inconspicrwm is
probab ly not an exception. At least this species has the ability to
cons truct burrow lin ings of soil, for if we replaced the upper part
of a nest with a glass tube slightly too larg e in diameter, or if we
insta1lcd a glass window in the side of a burrow , the bees promptly
lined th e tub e or window wit h soil, patting it into place with the
clorso-apical part of the abdome n. This covering was much less
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likely when the glass was covered ( except at the tim es of our observations) to prevent light from entering the burrow.
If the constriction of the burrow at the surface of the ground
was destroyed, then the bees would narrow the entrance again
by bringing soil from deep in the nest and forming a lining around
the entrance of the burrow.
Through the glass windows and tubes, as well as by obs ervations
of undisturbed nest entrances, it was possible to see that the bees
bring dirt up from deep in the nest either by backing upward
pushing the dirt with the dorsal apical part of the abdomen , or by
moving upward head foremost, pushing the dirt with the face , especially the clypeus.
In queen nests occupied by single individuals, the uppermost
cell is usually the first provisioned, and provisioning continu es
downward.
The result is that as in Figure 6, there is usually a sequence in ages of the immature stages from oldest above to youngest
below. This is not invariable, however, for sometimes a pupa will
be found below a larva, for example. In nests occupied by several
queens this order may persist, but more often does not. Thus in
the upper right-hand branch of the nest shown in Figure 7, the
mixture of eggs and small larvae is quite complete.
Because of
the progressive deepening of the burrow and of the level where
new cells are made, the same sequence, from older above to younger
below, occurs in most nests in summer and fall, when the colony
contains workers.
However, these nests are usually full of irregularities in the order of the cells, as can be seen in Figure 16
and, to a lesser extent, in several other illustrations.
Most nests in which cells are being constructed and provisioned
have one or two complete cells ready to be provisioned, as indicated by the letter "E" on the diagrams of nests. This is true
even of small insects, such as queen nests made by single queens
in the spring. Contrary to many bees which make, provision, and
seal a cell before starting to make the nest, L. inconspiczmm, while
provisioning one cell, seems to be making one or two others. This
is true of most Halictinae ( see Sakagami and Nlichener, in press).
Provisions and Immature Stages: In opening nests one occasionally finds fresh cells containing a mass of loose pollen on the
floor ( Figure 20, a). Sometimes a small lump has been moistened,
presumably by honey, and hence forms an irregular firm mass.
\Vhen the provisions are complete, however, there is virtually no
dry pollen in the cell; all of it is worked into a smooth mass. This
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mass of provisions has the fom1 of a flattened sphere ( Figure 20, b) ,
1.9 to 2.5 mm. in horizontal diam eter and 1.4 to 2.0 mm. in vertical
diameter. The egg is white , curved, 1.33 to 1.50 mm. long about
.25 mm. thick ( Figure 20, b ), and is supported by its two ends on
top of the mass of provisions. The larva feeds down into the upper
anterior* part of the pollen mass ( Figure 20, c, cl, e), finally turns
over with what is left of the pollen mass ( Figure 20, f). After the
larva has eaten all the food it lies with its head toward the anterior
end of the cell. The feces are then voided as soft pellets pushed
against the upper posterior portion of the cell, where they form
a firm layer ( Figure 20, h; Figure 43). Voiding of the feces took

~~~~
~ ~ ~ ~
F1cuRE 20. Diagrammatic
saggital sections of cells of
Lasioglos sum i11c o11spic11um. a, loose poll en placed on floor
of cell; b, ma ss of provisions with egg on top; c, d, e, f,
larva in different growing stag es ; g, pr epupa; h, pupa.

a day and a half for sp ecimens in th e laboratory. The larva, at this
stage , straightens out and becomes a prepupa, and ultimately a
pupa.
YVe have not clone much work on the duration of the developmental stages. \Ve hav e found it difficult to rear the larvae jn the
laboratory.
\\ Te wer e rep eatedly successful in rearing prepupae
through the pupal stag e to adults but the younger larvae died.
The data given b elow ar e bas ed entirely on females ( probably
workers). The duration of th e pupal stage varies enormously with
temperature; probabl y that of the oth er stages varies equally. Prepupae taken on May 10 pupat ed on May 12; the eyes of these pupae
were black 10 clays lat er and adults emerged after another 8 to 9
clays; thus the entir e pup al stag e at room temperatures of 70° to 75°
F. required 18 or 19 days . By contrast , another group of prepupae
pupat ed on Jun e 12, and dev elop ed at a time when the room temperature in whi ch th ey were kept ranged from 90° to 95° F. These
pupa e had black eyes thr ee clays aft er pupation and adults emerged
* H erc a nd clscw h c>rc th e wor d s a nt erior a nd po steri or ar e appli ed to cells and structures
th erei n with ref e ren ce t o th e ori t·ntat ion of th e egg, Pr obably in all bee cells th e anterior
end of th e eg g is to w ard th e orifac e of th e ce ll , i. e., toward plug that is mad e from the
out sid e by the mother b C'e as sh e closes th e ce ll.
·
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three days later , so that the total pupal stage requ ire d onl y six
days, or about one third of the time requir ed b y th e group m entioned previously. Obviously the rate of d evelopm en t will vary
widely according to weather and the depth of th e cells. When
pupae wer e reared at temperatures of 81 °-83° F ., this stage required
eight or nine days; this is probably a reasonabl e estimat e of th e
duration of the pupal stage in summer.
Among 70 nests fully excavated during Jun e, Jul y, and August ,
we found totals of 159 eggs, 354 larvae ( including pr epupa e), 324
pupae and 31 teneral adults with milky wings , still in th eir natal
cells. By omitting vernal and autumnal n ests from thi s tabulation ,
we hav e avoid ed th e spring nests that hav e not ye t had tim e to
produc e pupae and th e autumn nests that lack egg s and young
larvae while containing many pupa e. The total numb ers of individuals of th e various stag es given above ought to b e proportiona l
to th e duration of th e stages . If this b e so, th e egg stag e is a littl e
less than half as long as the pupal stag e or p erhaps four da ys,
th e larval stag e is perhaps slightly long er than th e pupal stag e,
say nin e days , and th e teneral adult remains in its cell for a p eriod
less than on e tenth as long as th e pupal sta ge, th at is som ewhat
less than on e day. This would give us a total of about 21 da ys
from egg laying until emerg enc e of th e adult from its cell und er
summ er conditions .
Th e interval b etw een th e averag e dat e wh en poll en collecting
was first seen in th e spring and th e averag e first dat e wh en work ers
were seen at th e nest entranc e is 43 days . Th is p eriod mu st b e
roughly comparabl e to th e egg laying to em erg en ce p eriod dis cussed
in th e pr eceding paragraph although poll en is collected and a cell
provisioned b efor e th e egg is laid; th e 43-da y p eriod is about twi ce
the estimated summ er d eve lopm ental p eriod of 21 da ys. This
corr esponds nic ely to th e obs erv ed duration of th e pupal stag e in
May ( 18 or 19 day s), whi ch wa s about twic e th e obs erv ed duration
of this stag e at 80° to 83° F. ( 8 or 9 days ). As indicat ed in a lat er
section on "Behavior of Qu eens ," obs ervations of individual nests
in the field suggest an egg-la ying to adult period of about 30 days
in the late spring.
I :r-..
rn1vmuAL AXD So c IAL

BEHAVIOR

Aggregations of Ne sts: As stat ed pr eviously under "Distribution
of Nests, " many of th e nests are isolated. On the other hand , many
are in loose aggr egations. Nests were found in relatively few
of the apparentl y suitabl e areas and aggregations in even few er.
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Usually nesting aggregations do not occupy all of the apparently
suitable areas of soil in which th ey occur. It is not clear why the
aggregations occur, in view of the apparent success of isolated
nests elsewhere and the abundance of seemingly suitable soil. The
areas of concentration are not nec essarily areas of successful nesting; we have seen whole aggregations disappear , probably due to
death of bees. The sam e sites ar e often attractive spring after
spring, and many queens establish nests in areas of nest aggregations, even though few nests may have survived the summer in
those places. Possibly th e odor of nests or bees attracts others to
the same vicinity; perhaps a factor contribu ting to development
of aggregations is a tendency of the young queens to return to the
vicinity of birth to make new nests.
Nest Populations: The number of adult female bees in one colony
( i. e., one nest) varies from one to 25. Most queen nests in the
NUMBER
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d_ue to i1~dividuals that we re doubtful as to caste as well as, particularly m Sept ember, to young queens ( group D). The meaning
of th e lett ered groups is explained lat er in the text.
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spring contain only a lone queen, although we have studied nests
at that season inhabited by as many as six queens ( Figure 18).
With the production of workers, the population of adults in the nest
rises, reaching a peak in August ( Figure 21, Tabl e VII) of over eight
females per nest, on the average. This average total , of course,
includes numerous small colonies, for throughout the season many
colonies die out, and during the process they often reach the stage
of having only one or two bees each.

=

x=

TABLE VII.-Number
of Adult Females Per Nest. n
numb er of nests;
mean; SE= standard error of mean.
Queens were fertilized egg-laying
individuals; workers w ere usually unfertilized and had not over one or tw o
enlarg ed oocytes; other females were doubtful as to caste or were young
queens. The meaning of groups A, B, C, D, and E, is explained in th e
t ext lat er. The number of n ests shown her e is mor e than indic ated in
Tabl e VI and related materials because of n ests whos e populations w ere
preserv ed but for which data on cells, etc., was not recorded.

Queen s
(groups A and B)

Other fema les
(group D and
ungrouped)

Workers
(groups C and E )

n

-

X

SE

rang e

47

1. 21

. 161

0-6

Jun e ... . 32

.72

. 138

July ....

40

.70

August ..

17

1.18

September . ..

9

-

-
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.09

.053

0- 2

. 19

0-3

3 .00

.803

0- 16

0

.090

0-2

4.48

.475

0- 14

. 182

0- 3

6 .65 1.654

0- 22

. 147

0- 1

1.78

0- 6

X

SE

range

.072

0- 2

. 18

.062

0- 2

.24

. 106

0- 1

X

--

AprilMay ..

--99

.782

4.11 1.505

0- 15

Males : The occurrence of males during the season is indicated
in the section on the seasonal cycle. Males ]eave their nests soon
after emerging from their cells; therefore the few males found in
the nests do not give a correct idea of the proportion of males
produced. Figure 22 shows the percentages of the young produced
at various seasons that ar e males. In contrast to L. rhytidophorum,
( see Michener and Lange , 1958) there is no clear peak of male
production in spring. Instead, in :May and early June no males seem
ordinarily to be produced. Males have been recorded, as indicated
in the section on the "Seasonal Cycle ," as early as June 1 ( two
different years) and June 10. Unfortunately these early males
have not been preserved and it is now apparent that they might
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F1cuRE 22. Graph showing percentage of pupae and of young adults ( in
clos ed cells) that are mal es. Each month is represented by two points, one
for the first half, one for th e second half. The number of pupae and young
adults examined during each period is shown at the top of the graph.

have belonged to Lasioglossum ( Paralictus) cephalotes, a parasite
in the nests of L. inconspicuum.
:Most of th e males indicated in Figure 22 were produc ed in nests
which were also producing females. However, two nests were
found which were producing only males. On July 15, 1951, a nest
was opened containing five male pupae but no eggs nor larva e.
The nest had been mark ed on June 6, at which tim e it contained
at least two foraging work ers. By July 15 it has been long closed
by rains and was unr ecognizable at the surface of th e ground.
It seems possible that th e founding queen died, that h er unfertilized workers laid at least five eggs, and that after th e workers died
these males continu ed th eir developmen t.
The other nest whi ch produc ed only males was opened on Jun e
21, 1952. It contain ed seve n male pupae as well as thr ee larva e of
unknown sex and three adult females . Two of th e latt er were
workers, both with very slend er ovaries while one was a queen;
unfortunately her sperma th eca was lost and we do not know if she
was mated or not. Howe ver , she was probably th e mother of the
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workers. She contained no very large oocytes ( longest .91 mm.),
not a surprising finding since the nest contained no eggs or small
larvae. The reason for this nest producing males at this season
is unknown.
Males visit flowers for nectar but are most often seen flying about
the nesting areas. At a nesting area like that at Potter's Lake where
the vegetation ( except for large trees) is very low, the males zig
zag over the soil or small plants, usually flying from two to 12 cm.
above the ground.
Where there is higher vegetation, they fly
higher, often flying in numbers around the weeds at altitudes as
high as one meter. In Riverside, California, where L. inconspicumn
has be introduced, around the home of iVIr. P. H. Timberlake, males
were noted in immense numbers flying rapidly about small trees
in the nesting area; although there were more at heights of one
or two meters, some could be seen around foliage five meters above
the ground.
When males are scarce, individuals often make these flights
alone but when they are numerous they usually dance in loose
groups, each individual zigzagging with great rapidity. Often one
or a few will alight on the ground or foliage over which they are
flying, only to resume flight in a few seconds or minutes. Flights
such as this, in the vicinity of nests, are usually in the sun when the
temperature is moderate but in the middle of the clay on hot clays,
when the temperature in the shade rises above about 100° F., the
flights move into partially shaded areas. At open nesting sites
where there is no shade from weeds or nearby trees, the flights cease
and the males disappear during the warmest hours of hot days.
vVe are not sure whether we have observed mating or not.
Males, sometimes two to four of them simultaneously, often pounce
on females. Usually they are repulsed immediately, often only after
rolling over on the ground, but sometimes contact lasts for about
10 seconds; this may be copulation. Males pounce upon any halictine of about the right size. Young females and old senile females
that fly about the nesting area unable to find their nests are most
commonly pounced upon by males, but foragers at nearby flowers,
males of other species of Cliloralictus, and females of the parasite, L.
( Paralictus) cephalotes, are all often attacked. Since such activity
has been noted on the ground, on foliage, and on flowers; we assume that mating may occur at any of these places. We believe that
it usually occurs near the nesting site rather than on distant foliage
or flowers.
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It is significant that males collected on flowers varied in mean
size according to the season. It has been shown elsewhere ( Michener and Lange , 1958, 1959) that wing length, face width, and
other body measurements in halictine bees are highly and positively
correlated so that any one can serve as a fair index of size. Facial
width and wing length were measured for series of specimens collected in different months as shown in Figure 23. For both measurements the mean for July males was below means for June and
September ( difference significant at the 5% level; Q test, Snedecor,
1956, p. 251); differences between the June and September means
were not significant. Only small numbers of specimens were availab le for August; they were intermediate in mean size between the
July and September series. As will be shown later, the seasonal
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size variation of the males is positively correlated with that of females.
Variation in Size Among Field-collected Females: Females, like
males, collected on flowers varied in mean size according to the
season, as shown in Figures 24 and 25. Minimum size occurred in
July as determined by wing length, in August as judged by head
width. To judge by observations of nests, the April and May individuals should all be queens, the June, July and August individuals should nearly all be workers, while those taken in September
should be a mixture of workers and young queens. The relatively
low means for September ( as compared to April and Nlay), and the
high coefficients of variation for that month, must be due in part
to the mixture of workers and young overwintering queens on the
flowers during that month. The young queens that actually overwinter are the same individuals that visit flowers in April and May
and should, of course, be of the same size unless there is differential
mortality of smaller individuals.
The means shown in Figure 24 are significantly different at the 5
percent level ( a posteriori Q tests among means, Table 29, upper 5
percent, Pearson and Hartley, 1956) except that September is not
significantly different from June and August, and June is not significantly different from April and May. The means shown in Figure
25 are significantly different at the 5 percent level by the same
method except that July and August are not significantly different
from one another or from September, and June is not significantly
different from April and ivlay.
Caste Differences: The interpretation suggested in preceding sections indicates the presence of more or less different female castes
( queen, worker).
In order to sh1dy the castes, entire populations
from over 150 nests were captured and dissected. Occasionally a
bee escaped, but insofar as possible complete nest populations were
obtained ( 1) by excavating in cool cloudy weather when no bees
were afield; or ( 2) by plugging nests that were to be opened either
at night or during other hours when all the bees were presumably in
the nest; or ( 3) by watching a nest for one and one half hours or
more before excavating it, in order to capture returning bees, meanwhile preventing the departure of all individuals from the nest.
All individuals from such nests were dissected to determine ovarian
development, presence of pollen in the crop, and of sperm cells
in the spermatheca.
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F1cuRE 24. Histograms showing wing lengths of females of Lasioglossu m inconspicuum collected on flowers in various months. Statistics
are shown in micrometer divisions with equivalents in millimeters across
the top. The means are marked by black triangles at the bases of the
histograms. These measurements cannot be compared directly with wing
measurements in subsequent tables for the wings were measured by a
different person and in a different manner. Abbreviations: n = number
of individuals measured,
= mean, SE = standard error of mean, cv =
coefficient of variation.
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On the basis of ovarian development and pr esenc e or absence
of sperm cells in th e spermatheca, females can b e divided into severa l groups as follows:
A-Fert

ilized, with ova ries much swollen, usually to th e point th at enlargem ent
of the posterior portions of one or both ovaries often forces the anterior
portions of one or both into sharp bends or convo lutions ( Figure 26).
Such ovaries seemed more swollen than in the corresponding class of L.
opac um and rliytidoplwrwn ( :Mich ener and Lange, 1958), as would be
expec ted since the first is a nonsocial species and the second has shorterlived queens than those of inconspicu um . No doubt inconspicuum
queens produce more eggs than those of eith er of the aforementioned
species of Chloralictus. The ovaries of none of these species are nearly
as large, however, as those of the species with perennial nests and
large colon ies ( Plateaux-Qu enu, 1959).
B-Fertilized,
with ovaries swollen but not so much as in Group A, not sharply
bent, usually one or two ovarioles in each ovary not swollen ( Figure 27).
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C-Unfertilized,
with ovaries slender except for one enlarged oocyte in one
ovary, or rarely one in each ( Figure 28).
D-Fertilized,
with slender ovaries.
E-Unfertilized,
with slender ovaries. Because so many bees fell in this group,
it was decided to divide it into two arbitrary subgroups for separate
analysis. These were E' with very slender ovaries ( Figure 30) and
E" with merely slender ovaries ( Figure 29).

26

27

28

29

30

FIGURES26 to 30. Ovaries. 26, group A (queen); 27, group B ( queen);
28, group C (worker); 29, Group E" (worker); 30, group E' (worker).

From the standpoint of ovarian size, th e groups merge. All
females emerge from their pupae as Group E'. Some remain in that
condition while others develop into one or another of the other
groups. It is th erefore to be expected that intermediates would
occur. There is also excellent evidence that ovarian size may b e
reduced, so that progress from A to B may occur but probably not
as far as D. If a group C female lays an egg she would revert to
group E. Peculiarl y-shaped ovaries with irregular swellings or with
a developing oocyte that is much shorter than normal occur occasionally. Such individuals were placed rather arbih·arily in the
classification indicated above.
In a certain percentage of individuals dissected the spermatheca
was missed, or lost before it could be examined for the presence of
sperm cells. In some cases such specimens were included in the
analyses which follow. For examp le, since virtually every individual
taken in April and :Nlay is fertilized, such specimens were included
in group A or B even if proof of fertilization was not obtained.
Figure 31 shows the sizes ( wing lengths) of females segregated
into the groups listed above. In view of the seasonal cycle of the
species and the differentiation of castes explained below , and to
make the groupings more biologically significant, group D is limited
for purposes of Figure 31 and related discussion to individuals
obtained from October to May ( overwintering or overwintered
queens) while the other groups are limited to individuals taken in
June, July, or August. In this species there are very few fertilized
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FIGURE 31. Histograms
showing wing lengths in millimeters of females
belonging to groups A to E. These are groups based on ovarian development
and presence or absence of sperm cells in the spennatheca, as indicated in the
text. The histogram for group D is based on specimens taken from October
to May; the other histograms are based on specimens taken from June through
August. Means are shown by triangles on the base lines. The vertical broken
lines are only to facilitate comparison and represent the minimum mean ( group
E') and the maximum mean ( group A).
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workers; therefore th ere is no large number of group D individuals
in summer , as in L. rliytidoplwrum.
It is apparent that , correlated with the functional differences responsi ble for segregation of individuals into groups A to E, there
exist certain size differences , as indicated by mea surements of wing
lengths. Ther e are not, however, exte rn al morphological differences
between the femal e castes as in bees like Trigona and Apis.
No differenc e in size exists between grou ps E' and E". These constitute the typical workers. Group C consis ts of workers which may
lay one or mor e eggs. Their mean size is larg er than that of workers with slender ovaries. The difference is significant at the one
percent level ( Q test, a posteriori, among means, Table 29, upper
one p ercent , Pearson and Hartley , 1956 ). Th e remaining groups consist of queens. Group D, consis ting almost entirely of overwintering
fema les, should represent queens as a whole; its mean size ( as measured by wing leng th ) is significan tly different from that of group C
at th e one percent level. During th e active season queens are
divided into two groups , A and B, acco rding to ovarian size. Those
falling in group A h ave a mean wing length slightly but not significan tly larger than those falling in Group B. The mean wing length
of grou p s A and B are not significan tly different at the 5 percent
level ( Q test, a posteriori , among means, Table 29, upper 5 percent,
Pearson and Hartley , 1956) from that of group D. The mean wing
length of group B is not , but that of group A is significantly different
from that of group C at the 5 percent leve l.
Since qu eens average larger than workers, one might susp ect that
in any one nest the qu een would be lar ger than the workers which
must usually be daught ers of the queen. While this is more often
true than not , nests were common ly found in which one or more of
the wor kers was larger than the queen or queens. In June 77.7 percent of th e nests stu di ed had the queen ( or at least one of the queens
in nests containing more than one) larger than any of the work ers.
In July and August comp arable figures were 65.2 percent and 58.3
percent , respectiv ely. That the queens average larger in Jun e than
in July and August , probably because of replacement of some or
many overwintered individuals , is sugges ted in the section on "Seasonal Difference s in Size," and would exp lain the progressive reduction in the perc ent ages shown above.
Th ere is no corr elat ion b etw een worke r size and colony size in
this species.
It is noteworth y tha t in this species the smallest workers are
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smaller than the smallest queens. This is not true of L. rhytidophorum in which the entire range of size variation of the workers
overlaps that of the queens, although the largest queens are larger
than the largest workers ( see Michener and Lange, 1958). Thus
it seems that the differentiation of the castes from the standpoint
of size is more complete in inconspicuum than in rltytidoplwrum, a
conclusion that is not surprising in view of the greater differentiation of the castes from the viewpoints of longevity and ovarian development. That there is no necessary correlation among various
kinds of caste differences is shown, however, by Plateaux-Quenu's
( 1959) study of Lasioglossum marginatum, a species with queens
and workers well differentiated in behavior, longevity , etc. , but
equal in size. Unfortunately suitable statistical data are not available for such well-studied species as L. malaclmrum.
Seasonal Differences in Size: It is evident that part of the seasonal variation in size shown in specimens caught on flowers ( Figures 24 and 25) is due to the caste differences correlated with
ovarian size and mating. Overwintering individuals are all queens
( group D). In April and Nlay they are the bees making and provisioning new nests. In the fall new overwintering individuals are
produced.
In the months of June through August, most of the
individuals on flowers are workers ( groups C and E). It is therefore not surprising that spring and fall individuals taken on flowers
are larger than those taken during the summer. However, during
the summer months differences were also noted among the monthly
mean wing lengths of field caught specimens and some of the
monthly means were significantly different from others.
In order to elucidate such variation during the summer, seasonal
size variation of bees removed from nests and segregated as to
group was investigated.
The results are shown in Table XIII.
Group B is excluded since it is represented by so few individuals;
group D does not appear in the table since virtually all bees of
that group ( all those utilized in Figure 31) were overwintering
or overwintered queens. It is evident from Table XIII that the
June individuals average larger, July and August ones smaller.
This fact is particularly noteworthy among queens ( group A),
where the August individuals average larger than those taken in
July, and among workers with one or two large oocytes ( group C),
where the August individuals average smaller than those taken in
July. The differences between monthly means for group C are
statistically significant at the one percent level and the difference
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be tween Jun e and Jul y means for group E are significant at th e
five p ercent level. Th e consistently larger size in all lettered groups
for Jun e than for Jul y and August , consid ered with like fluctuations
in field caught femal es ( Fi gures 24 and 25 ) and males ( Figure 23),
m akes reasonabl y clear that June individuals of each lettered group
do averag e larg er than th ose taken in Jul y and August.
Th e m ean sizes of individua ls with unworn mandibles ( presumabl y youn g adult s) ( last column , Tabl e VIII ) practically do
not var y from month to month. Presumably most of these individuals would b ecom e group E workers. Note the similarity of
TABLE VIII .- \Vi ng L ength ( mean and th eir standard errors) of Females
Belonging to Various Gro ups ( explained in text ) . Not all were taken from
nests. Comp ara bl e data on unworn and pr esumably young individuals obtained fr om nests durin g the summe r month s are giv en in the last column.
T he nu mb ers of ind ivid ua ls exam ined are sh own in parentheses.

E

C

A

Unworn

Jun e .....

3.36 :±:. 028 (60)

3 .56 :±:. 033 (15)

3. 65 :±:. 051 (15)

3. 3 1 :±: .045 (28)

July .....

3.3 0 :±:. 0 10(265 ) 3.45 :±:.029 (23)

3.50 :±:. 045 ( 18)

3 .29 :±: . 016 ( 105)

August ...

3.31 :±:. 0 10 (2 10) 3.39 :±:. 024 (35)

3.58:±: . 051 ( 12)

3 .30 :±:. 018 (59)

th eir mea n wing leng ths to those of group E work ers shown in Figur e 31. Th ere is evid ence prese nt ed b elow ( section on "Behavior of
\ Vorkers") showing th at such workers are short lived ; it is therefore
not surpri sing, since they not only constitut e the bulk of the populatio n but also must constan tly be re plac ed , that the bulk of the
summe r produ ction is of such workers . E vidence presented below
shows th at queens and p erhaps wor kers with one or two enlarged
oocytes ( group C) live longe r than gro up E workers. To appear in
summe r collections from nests, therefo re, such individuals would not
need to b e produced in very large nu mb ers. Th e group C workers
( plus per haps variou s potential gro up C individuals , as well as
group C workers th at have just laid an egg and hence look like
group E , and int ergra d es b etween gro up s C and E) visit flowers,
although quee ns ra rely do so in summe r. It seems likely that th e
monthl y fluctua tion in mea n size of field caught individuals results
largely from such workers wi th reproduc tive tend enci es, which ' toge th er with th e que ens, seem to average d istinctly larg er in Jun e
than in Jul y or August if Tab le VIII is mean ingful.
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F1cUR£ 32. Mandibles of females showing typical examples of the five degrees of wear utilized in
the analysis of activity . The indices of wear used
are 1, unwom (below) ; 2, slightly wom; 3, well
wom; 4, ,nuch worn; 5, very much worn (ab ove) .

40-5840
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The large size of the June queens ( group A, Table VIII) compared to the overwintering queens ( group D, Figure 31) may
indicate differential survival of the largest queens. The smaller
mean size of the July and August queens ( Table VIII) may indicate that replacement queens of average size for queens ( group D,
Figure 31) have been produced in at least some of the nests during
the summer.
Queens: The percentage of females belonging to each group at
various seasons of the year is shown in Table IX. This table is
based entirely on material from excavated nests. It is apparent
that overwintering occurs almost entirely as fertilized females
(queens) with slender ovaries ( group D). The only exceptions
found to this statement were three unfertilized individuals ( group
C) that must have overwintered and were found in different nests
in April, 1955.
Because the wings are rarely nicked in this tiny species, the index of wear, unlike that used for other halictines in previous publications, is based entirely on the mandibles ( 1, unworn; 2, slightly
worn; 3, well worn; 4, much worn; 5, very much worn; see Figure
32). The index of wear therefore reflects the amount of digging
in the ground done by th e bees. As shown in Table X, the overwintering bees are unworn or nearly so.
IX.-P ercen tag es of Females Belonging to Groups A to E During Various 1l onths. All specim ens were taken from nests ( data for April were
obtained in th e last half of the month).
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By the second half of April, 80 percent of the individuals obtained
had enlarged ovaries ( groups A and B) as shown in Table IX. The
time of emergence from overwintering quarters appears to be highly
variable, for we have seen new nests established from early April
to mid-:May. Nests seen and excavated by us were nearly all open
ones; we would have missed any closed ones still containing hibernating bees. Therefore it is probable that less than 80 percent of the
total female population develops enlarged ovaries by the second
half of April. This belief is supported by the relatively high percentage of bees still having slender ovaries in May ( group D,
Table IX) and by the not or little worn mandibles of many bees in
:May ( Table X).
The sharp reduction in the percentage of queens ( groups A and
B) in the population in June and subsequent months (Table IX)
is due to the large worker populations ( groups C and E). The
nnmber of queens per nest decreases only slightly and gradually
through the summer months, as shown in Table VII and Figure
21, which are based for the most part on data from the same nests
as Tables IX and X.
Table X shows that the average indices of wear for queens during the summer are high, probably in group A progressively higher
as the summer months pass. Table XI, giving the raw data for
group A and B queens lumped together, shows this trend more
clearly. This trend seems to indicate that some of the overwintered
queens live through much of the summer. It was our impression
as specimens were dissected that at least through June and probably
well into July and perhaps August, the queens that we found were
mostly overwintered individuals. Survival of queens through most
of the summer would also be expected since most males appear
in late summer and fall, they mate with young queens that wil1
overwinter. If replacement of the queens in nests were a general
or universal event, for example in midsummer, males would be
expected to be as abundant in midsummer as in late summer and
autumn.
Table XI shows that scattered unworn and slightly worn queens
were found in nests through the summer months. Table X shows
that most but not all of these few queens were of group B; it also
shows that a few not or little worn, fertilized bees with slender
ovaries ( group D) were found in July and August. Such bees can
only be regarded as young queens produced in summer, perhaps to
replace ineffective or dead overwintered queens. Figure 33 shows
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X.-Indices
of \V ear of Females Belonging to Groups A to E During
Various Months . All specimens were taken from nests ( data for April
were obtained in th e last half of the month).
Each entry consists of the
mean index of wear, the extr emes in parentheses, and the number of specimens examined. From 1Iay to September data are given for each half month
instead of on a monthly basis.

TABLE

:\lean (and extremes ) indices of wear, followed by N

April
l\1ay

B

2.9 (2-4 ) 15

2.8 (2- 4) 13

1.5(1- 3) 1G 2.1(1 - 3) 9
3 (3)

June

July

August

September

D

A

2.5(2-3)

E

C
4

3.3(2-4)

3

1.6( 1- 4) 8

2

2.3 (2- 3) 3

1 (1)

3.3(2-5 ) 8

2.0 (1- 3) 2

1.5(1- 3)22

3.6(2 - 5) 11

1 (1)

3.2(2 - 4) 9

4.2 (4- 5) 5

3.6( 1- 5)10

3.2 (2- 5) 5

4.2(3 - 5) 6

2.8 (1-4 ) 5

4.7 (4- 5) 6

4.0 (3- 5) 3

5 (5)

2

1

2.2(1-5)13

1

1.8 (1- 5)45

3.0(2-4)

5

1.6(1- 5) 112

2 (1- 3) 3

3.4(1-5)

7

2.2 (1- 4)58

1 (1)

2.8(1-4)

4

1.9(1- 5)73

3.2(2-5)

5

2.1 (1-4)25

3 (3)

1

2.7(1 -5) 17

3

2.9(1 - 5) 7
(4)

3

1.1(1- 5)27

October

1.1(1- 2)17

November December

1 (1)

1 (1)

5

19

the increasing perc en ta ge of queenless nests as the season advances .
No doubt sometimes the death of a queen results in death of the
colony; presumably , however, she is sometimes if not normally replaced, as is regularly the case in nests of L. rhytidoplwrum ( Michene r and Lange , 1958 ).
Efforts to shed light on these problems by marking queens in the
spring when th ey ar e active as pollen collectors, in the hope of later
digging th em from th e same nests and thus gathering data on their
longevity, were failur es year after year. This failure was due, in
different instances, to loss of mar king paint, the normal high colony
mortality ( Fig ur e 4) an d perhaps in other factors. The possibility
exists that the queens are re gu larly shorter lived than we have indica ted above. How ever, as shown in Figure 22, males are not pro-
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TABLE XL-Indices
of \V ear of Queens of Lasioglosswn inconspicuum with
Enlarged Ovaries. Exc ept for April, data are given for each half month
instead of on a monthly basis. The data for April were obtained in the last
half of the month.
Number of queens (groups A and B )
Index
of wear
Ap ril
5 ..

.........

4 ..

.........

. . . . . . .. . . . .. . ..

2.

........

1.

.. .. . . . . .

June

July

August

1

1

1

2

2

5

8

. .......

2

7

8

7

4

3

7

4

3

4

1

3

2

4

1

13

10

2

2

2

2

3

. .. . . .

1

2

1

1

. .. .. . ..

3.

l\fay

. . . . . . . . 11

September
1
1

..........
. . ..........
. . . .......

duced in numbers until th e last half of June . Therefor e it seems
clear that new queens to replace overwin tered individuals would not
be likely to function until late June or early July . :Most likely they
arise as occasion demands from late June on through the summer.
Queenless nests are not rare in summer as shown in Figure 33.
Many queenless colonies are cer tainly dying but others probably
NUMBER

10

OF

NESTS

25

33

28

19

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

4

40
(f)
~
(f)

w
z

30

(f)
(f)

w
_J
z
w
w
::,
0

20

~
0

10

FIGURE

33. Graph

showing

th e percentage
ous months.

SEPTEMBER

of queenl ess nests in vari-
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develop ne w qu ee ns. ~ Ior e specific data bearing on replacements
of queens ar e as follows: On June 19, 1952, a nest (A ) was opened
that cont ained no qu een except an unworn one of group B, with no
eggs nea rly read y to lay. Th ere were neither eggs nor young larvae
in the nes t but th ere w ere one large larva , one prepupa , 15 female
pupae and youn g adults still in their cells, and six unworn bees
( gro up E ) pr esum ed to b e work ers. ( Th eir wing lengths ranged
from 3.04 mm. to 3.13 mm.; th e queen 's wing length was 3.27 mm. )
Durin g th e following six days five other nests were opened ; their
queens were all old ( indic es of wear 4 and 5 ), of group A, and all
but one of th e nests had brood of all ages. It seems apparent that
the original qu een in n est A had be en replac ed , although the replaceme nt had not ye t laid h er first egg , whil e in th e other nests the overwint ering qu een was still activ e. From the abov e example one
might susp ect that group B qu eens are young on es developing towa rd th e group A condition. Of course this is sometimes true but
as T abl e X show s, group B individuals are oft en old and badly won1
too.
Anoth er int erestin g nest ( B ) was excavat ed on July 23, 1952. It
cont ained brood of all ages and a probably overwintered, much
wo rn ( ind ex of wea r 4 ) quee n of group A. It also contained another
queen of group A and one of group B, both only slightly worn
( index 2 ). Pr ob abl y th ese we re que ens produced during th e summe r ; p ossibl y th ey repl aced dea d overwinter ed qu eens, but equally
possi bl y th ey we re addit ional qu eens. The nest also contain ed one
fer tilized worker ( group D) ( caph1r ed and marked as it left the
nes t on Jul y 20, suggesting wo rk er-lik e activities but not proving
them) h aving one oocy te, .5 mm. long. Its ind ex of wear was 3. In
the nes t also we re two worke rs of group C and nine of group E.
On August 13, 1952, a nes t ( C ) was open ed. It contained tw o
queens ( group A) with ind ices of w ear of 5. Possibly they were
overwin tered. In addition th ere was an individual of group D
which, howeve r, showed sligh t signs of general ovarial enlargement.
Probably this was a young quee n. In addition their were two
anomalous indiv id uals , am ong th e half doz en summ er specimens
succes sfu lly dissec ted wh ich we re not plac ed in any one of the
groups ( A to E). T hey are pr ob ably b est called fertilized workers
but bo th had very irr egula rly enlar ged ovaries. The enlargement
invol ved chiefly one ovario le in eac h ovary , but the others were
slightly enlarge d ; no oocy te appr oached the size or shape of a
mature egg. One of these ha d an ind ex of wear of 1, the other
of 3. There we re also 18 wor kers of group E.
1
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In nest D excavated on June 24, 1954, which contained brood of
all ages and three queens of group A ( indices of wear 2, 4, and 4),
there were also three unmated individuals included in group C. All
were not or slightly worn ( indices of wear 1, 1, and 2 ) . They differed from ordinary individuals of group C in having all the ovarioles
slightly enlarged, no oocyte greatly enlarged ( largest .7 mm. long) ,
They were larger than average workers ( wing lengths 3.53 to 3.73
mm.). Possibly they were potential replacement queens. In addition there were thirteen probable workers of groups C and E ( wing
lengths 3.32 to 3.69 mm.). The largest of these was unworn and
might have developed toward queenhood but one with a wing length
of 3.64 mm. had an index of wear of 3.
Nest E, excavated on August 15, 1958, contained brood of various
ages and one queen of group A ( index of wear , 4) . In addition it
contained five workers. The latter had wing lengths ranging from
3.16 to 3.39 mm., while the queen was the same size as the largest
worker. An additional bee was unworn with very slender ovari es;
it was fertilized and therefore fell in group D. Its most remarkable
feature was its size, only 2.84 mm. in wing length.
It is perhaps significant that most of the anomalous individuals
discussed in the preceding paragraph occurr ed in nests containin g
relatively large populations and more than one qu een . Perhap s
whatever circumstances control the fate of a female function with
less certainty in such nests , so that the anomali es discussed occur
largely in such nests. It is obvious that such individuals are not
charactedstic of nests where the queen has di ed , leaving a group of
workers some of which might in theory replace th e queen fun ctionally. Not a single caste anomaly was found in a queenless nest.
Workers: The thre e unworn young workers recorded for th e
month of May in Tabl es IX and X were all obtained on 1 Iay 31.
The number of the female bees that were classified as work ers
( groups C and E) is shown to fall between 77 and 86 perc ent for all
of the summer months in Table IX. As is indicated in Table X,
many of these bees which were called workers were unworn individuals that might in theory have developed into queens. That not
many of those classified as group C or E in th e summer month,;
would have done so is indicated ( 1) by the small percentage of
queens present in summer ( 2) by the fact that indices of wear for
individuals of group E that have wing lengths less than 3.20 mm.
and would therefore almost never become queens ( Figure 31) average about the same as those of larger individuals that might become
queens. If any large percentage of the larger individuals were being
1
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removed from the worker class to become queens ( so that they
would be cou nt ed as workers only when young and unworn) , the
index of wear of th e smallar ones classified as group E should average higher than that of th e lar ger.
From the above it can be seen that classes A to E, while
roughly com parabl e to similarly lettered classes of L. rhytidophorum
( 11ichener and Lange, 1958) , are not all identical in content.
Classes A, B, and C are essentially alike for the two species. Class
Das used in th e present study includes overwintering females which
were specifically exclu ded from that group in the study of rhytidoplwrum. They would have fallen in class D , however, had they not
been dealt with in another way. Class E was limited by exclusion
of unworn individuals in the study of rhytidoplwrus.
This was
necessa ry in order to get satisfactory data on workers because of the
large percentage of queens and their presumably frequent replacemen t in rhytidophorum.
Unworn individuals pla ced in group E in September and October
are no doubt mostly or all unmated queens that would become group
Don mating.
Fertilized workers, while constituting a considerable percentag e
( nearly 8%) of the summer population of females of L. rhytidophorum, are nearly absent in inconspicuum during the summer.
They would, of course, fall in gro up D. One such individual is discussed in the paragraph on nes t B in the preceding section on
"Queens," and one other was ten tativ ely recognized during the summer. Of course such workers could b e distinguished from young
queens only if their activities were noted or if mandibular wear indicated cons id erab le activity and age in a fertilized bee whose ovaries
remained slender. Such bees were not found during the summer.
In spring, however, some such bees were found as indicated in the
section on "D ivision of Labor Among Queens in Polygynous Nests."
In September, howev er, fertilized workers appear in some numbers, as suggested by th e h igh indices of wear of some individuals
of group D, Table X. In a q ueenless nest excavated on September
17, 1952, four of eight workers we re fertilized; one was unworn and
migh t have overwinter ed as a queen but the others , having indices
of wear of 2, 3, and 5, would not have overwintered, since overwintering bees are ordinar ily unworn.
On September 5, 1954,
among specime ns cap tured on Rowers was one worker ( out of six
dissect ed) that was fer tilized; it was collecting pollen like any field
bee , and had an ind ex of wear of 2. On September 15, 1954, five
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workers ( out of seven taken on flowers) were fertilized; they had
indices of wear of 2 and 3. From these data one may summarize
that in the late summer or fall, at the time that overwintering queens
are being produced or probably shortly before , workers are produced
which have certain queenlike characteristics, specifically willingness
to mate . It is not surprising to find a physiological or behavioral
continuum between workers and queens , since there is no clear
differentiation in size or other characters either.
Two unfertilized workers were dissected and found to be anomalous for their unusual ovarian development.
An individual which
had ovaries like those of a group B queen but lacked sperm cells in
the spermatheca was taken collecting pollen on flowers on August
5, 1954. It was classified as a group C worker. It was well worn
( index of wear , 3) and quite small ( wing length 3.39 mm. ).
On August 23, 1954, a nest was excavated which contained
brood of all ages except eggs. There were two queens of group
A ( indices of wear, 5) which had perhaps overwintered, and tw elve
workers ( three group C, nine E). One of th e workers ( classified as
group C) was peculiar in having ovaries like thos e of a queen of
group A. Yet it was clearly unfertilized and was captured while
entering the nest with a poll en load , indicating workerlike activitie:;.
This was the largest worker in th e nest ( wing leng th 3 ..55 mm.; others
rang ed from 3.21 to 3.42; th e queens' wings measured 3.83 and 3.85
mm.) and had an index of wear of 4.
Since egg laying by workers is known to occur in queenless nests
of Apis and Bombus , th e question naturally arises as to whether
workers of group C, and more especially thos e very unusual ones
with much swollen ovaries such as describ ed in the last two para graphs, arise in nests which have lost their queens. The only unfertilized individual with much swollen ovaries taken from a nest
was with two presumably functional queens ( see pr ece ding paragraph). As to ordinary workers of group C, one or more was found
in each of 15 nests containing queens ( groups A or B), and in onl y
four nests lacking queens. It therefore seems clear that ovarian
development of workers is not a result of lack of queens in the nest .
The importance of unfertilized egg-laying workers has been
studied for halictine bees only by Noll ( 1931) who believed that
most or all of the males develop from eggs of such workers. His
evidence was very meager, however. No significant evidence on
this matter was obtained in the present study.
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Behavior of qu ee ns: Sinc e most of the queens are produced in
lat e summer or fall, we will discuss first the autumnal behavior of
the young queens. \Vorkers vanish entirely during September leaving the nests occupied by young queens. They do not maintain
polished areas around the n est entrances, even if rain moistens the
soil so that it would be easily worked. They commonly do maintain
the nest en trances in their nea t, constricted form, and on warm days
at least as late as October 22 they are often to be seen guarding the
nest with the h ea d filling the hole , just as do guards at other seasons.
We have not seen guarding in the few nests that were later found to
contain only a single young queen.
During September and October both sexes may be seen sucking
nectar from various flowers such as Solidago and especially Aster.
Although males become less abundant on flowers as the season
progresses, th e young queens are sometimes very abundant on
flowers in mid-October.
From October 19 to 22, 1952, by which time most of the flowers
were dead, fema les of L. inconspicuum as well as other species of
Lasioglosswn were feeding on honeydew from the aphid, Anoecia
comi Koch ( determined by E. 0. Essig). The bees were lapping
the honeydew from the leaf surfaces of Camus asperifolia on which
the aphids were feeding. This was the only time that bees were
seen feed ing excep t from flowers.
By late October most of the nests become closed by rains and the
bees remain inside. No nes ts were seen open in November. Excavation of nests in mid-November showed the overwintering queens at
depths of 22 cm. and deeper. They were either in the main burrow,
in short branches or in empty cells.
As indicated in the section on "Seasonal Cycle ," young queens first
reappear at the surface in late :March or April. For a time many , at
least , of them fly about and alight here and there on the soil as
though looking for n esting places as described in the section on
"Nest Cons tru ction ." Such behavio r may be seen as late as May 10,
probably indicating di vers ity in th e time when queens start their
spring activity.
As alr eady indicat ed , som e of th e queens remain in their overwint erin g ne sts and re-u se them, while others establish new nests.
( Ob serva tion s on th e m an ne r of establishing new nests are described
in the secti on on "Ne st Cons truction.")
Those which establish new
nests do so as lone indivi dua ls whi le those remaining in old nests
often ar e associated th ere with their sisters.
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Lone queens do not make the smooth areas around their nest
en trances which otherwise characterize nests of L. inconspicuum.
Neither do lon e queens appear as guards at their nest entranc es.
However, disturbance of the entrance with a hair or grass blade does
some times cause a lone queen to come to the entrance, bite at the
offending object, and even turn and plug th e entrance with her
abdomen as guards typically do ( see section on "Guarding and
Other Activities at the Nest Entrances").
One such queen was seen
to keep a small mutillid out of her nest for an hour with her abdomen. Nests occupied in spring by two or more queens are often
provided with smooth areas around the entrances, just as with the
summer matrifilial colonies. In such cases guarding of the entrance
occurs regularly. Workerlike activities of some queens in polygynous nests are suggested in the section on "Division of Labor among
Queens in Polygynous Nests."
Because of variable ( and often rainy) spring weather, the duration of the various phases of the spring activity of queens is variable.
However, we have many data comparable to the following: Nest A,
excavation started April 26, pollen still actively being collected on
May 8, the nest closed and not recognizable on :May 13, 18, and 25,
reopened by one or more workers on June l; Nest B, excavation
started May 8, provisioning observed on May 13 and 15, nest closed
and not recognizable on May 25 and June 8, open and at least one
worker present on June 12. Such data show that after provisioning
the last cell of the queen nest, the queen remains inactive in her
nest for two or three weeks until the emergence of the first workers.
This is an approach to the condition found in some Eurasian species
in which the queen produces her offspring in discrete broods during
the spring and summer ( Noll 1931; Bonelli, 1948) or annually in
the case of queens that live for several years ( Plateaux-Quenu,
1959). In L. inconspicuum there is no evident cessation of activity
of the queen after the appearance of the first workers in June until
her summer or autumn senility.
After emergence of th e workers and resumption of her activities,
the queen never, so far as we know, acts as guard, nor does she
collect pollen. Queens regularly have pollen as well as nectar in
their crops, showing that they eat freely, as would be necessary considering their continued production of eggs. \Ve have taken two
queens ( group A), one in July , one in early August, on flowers; both
were apparently sucking nectar. We captured one queen ( group
A) as she was returning to her nest on July 21. From these data
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we suspec t th at th e qu eens leave th e nests to feed. The paucity of
such reco rd s ( 3 egg- laying qu eens out of 180 females captured in
the field in Jun e, Jul y, and August and dissected) shows that the
qu eens do not sp end much tim e away from their nests and , furthermore , suggests th at th ey ma y fee d sometim es if not regularly on food
b rough t to th e nest b y th e workers . On e group D female ( probabl y
a rep lace ment queen ) was taken on flowers in July .
Th at qu eens eve n after th ere are work ers in their nests , continu e
to work with th eir mandibl es, presumably in cell or burrow excavation, is shown b y th e incr easing averag e indices of wear of queens
as summ er pro gresses ( Tabl es X and XI). This increase is also one
of th e b est evid ences of long evity of many queens , although there is
also evid ence of production of new queens during the summer.
Th at much of th e mandibular wear results from construction of
cells and perh ap s from th e construction of th e fine smooth cell lining
is sugges ted by th e fact th at que ens tak en in April and :May from old
nes ts whose burrow s were already mad e the previous year hav e
mandibl es just as worn as do queens that started new nests and had
to dig th eir own burrow s. Similarly for Au gochloropsis sparsilis
( Lep eletier ) it was dedu ced by Mich ener and Lange ( 1959) that
muc h of th e man dibul ar wear results from cell construction. If this
is tru e, th e queens of L. inco nspicuum probabl y ar e active in cell
constr uction even whe n workers are pr esent in th e nest , sinc e th e
quee ns' ma nd ibles b ecome more and mor e worn.
D iv ision of La bo r A m ong Qu ee ns in Poly gynous Nests: In summer, wh en workers are pres ent in th e nests, we have no evidenc e of
divis ion of lab or among quee ns in nests containing mor e than one
qu een. Th e degree of ovarian d eve lopment of one queen in a n est
has no obvious relation to tha t of anoth er so that th ere ma y b e, for
examp le, in a di gynous nest, two qu eens of group A, two of group B,
or one A and one B.
In spr ing, wh en th ere are no work ers, th e queens in polygynou s
nests some times all h ave enla rge d ovari es and , as Figure 18 indicates ,
all presuma bl y lay eggs. Fig ur e 18, how ever, is based on nests
op ene d in May and esp ecia lly in th e later half of 11:ay; i. e., on nests
in wh ich the pro du ction of new cells b y th e qu eens has stopp ed.
Earlie r in th e sp rin g most of the p olygynous nests contain one or
more "quee ns" tha t h ave slend er ovaries ( group D) or occasionally
ovaries sugges tive of those of wor kers of group C.
Th e fat e of th ese overw inter ed indiv idu als which are presumably
poten tial qu een s is not clear. Pres umably at least some of them
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attain full ovarian development later. Some of them may leave their
overwintering nests to establish their own new nests. However, we
have repeated records of such bees collecting pollen and carrying
pollen loads to their nest. Clearly in this case they are , for the time
at least, functioning like workers in that they are provisioning cells
in which other bees ( queens of groups A and B) will lay eggs. It is
probable also that it is such bees that guard the nests and make the
smooth areas around the entrances since these are activities of workers in summer. It is therefore quite possible that some of the workerlike but fertilized overwintered females are short-lived like workers.
Therefore their disappearance in late spring may result either from
their death or from further ovarian development.
To give more completely our data on the ovarian conditions of
females in polygynous nests opened in April and the first half of
May, the conditions of females from such nests are indicated below
in terms of groups ( as defined in the section entitled "Caste Differences"), those from each nest being enclosed in separate parentheses:
(AB) ( AAB) (BB) ( ABD) ( ABD) ( ABD) ( AAD)
(AABBDD) (BDD) (BD) (ADD) (AAAAD) (AAAD).
Lone
females were also occasionally in group D but the great majority
of lone individuals were in groups A or B, so that most of the individuals of group D found in the spring were in the relatively few
polygynous nests.
Behavior of \Vorkers: As can be seen from Table X, the average
index of wear of workers is much less than that of queens. This
indicates that they do much less excavation or cell making per individual than do queens. Workers of group C have higher average
indices of wear than those of group E, showing that they work more
or longer in the nest than do those of group E. Individual workers
of either group, however, have indices of wear as high as any queen ,
indicating that occasional workers do much work in the nests.
In the course of studying the duration of pollen-collecting trips
by marked workers during the summer, data were also obtained on
survival and other behavioral characteristics of these workers. In
addition to marking foraging bees, we aspirated other bees from
the nest entrances and marked them. We learned that, unlike
foragers, such bees, when released, often could not find their way
back to their nest. We concluded that they probably had not been
out of the nest and had not learned the landmarks that would permit
them to relocate their nest, and we developed a technique for reintroducing them to their nest through a glass tube after marking.
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After all the bees th at we could get from a nest had been marked ,
new ones usua lly appeared on succeeding days. These new workers
were consis tentl y found at the nest entrance or were sucked from
the nest with an aspirator, but were not foragers. From this we
concluded that th e workers pass through a preforaging stage when
they do not go out of the nest. During this stage they act as guards
or move abou t in the burrow below the entrance. Bees examined
in this stage hav e unworn mandibles, indicating that they do little
or no excava tin g. The duration of the preforaging stage doubtless
varies with tempera ture and other conditions. We have one record
of a marked bee remaining in this stage for six days, but most bees
marked as preforagers were foraging within four or five days or less;
of course th ere is no certainty that they were captured and marked
as soon as th ey might have been. However, in artificial glass nests
in which pupa e were placed, workers acted as guards during the
same day that th ey left their natal cells.
In two exp erim ents involving five bees , presumably young guards
were transferred artificially to other nests and lived the rest of their
lives there. The marked transferred preforagers were first seen as
guards, later becoming foragers, and behaved throughout exactly
as though th ey were in the proper nests. Foragers transferred to
the wrong nests are not attacked so far as we know but leave the new
nest and return to th e proper one in a few minutes.
Several observations suggest that when the preforagers first leave
the nest, they make feeding, not pollen-collecting, trips of long duration which are preceded by unusually long and elaborate orientation
flights.
W e have numerous records of the pollen-collecting activities of
individual foragers lastin g for eleven and twelve days , and one for
fifteen days. Nland ibul ar wear occurs during this stage, indicating
that nest construct ion and forag ing are more or less synchronous.
The data presented abov e sugges t that after the worker bee leaves
its natal cell it may live for abou t three weeks. We do have a record
of one individual that was still in its nest 32 days after marking, but
for at least the last ten days of this period it was the only worker in
the nes t and so far as we kn ow did not leave the nest. It might well
h ave live d longer than more active workers.
Guarding and Other Act ivities at the Nest Entrance: One of the
not eworthy activ ities of worker bees ( and queens in polygynous
nests in the spring ) is gua rd ing. Such activity is characteristic of
most or all halictine b ees in which more than one individu·aI occurs
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in the same nest and is well developed in L. inconspicuum. Except
at night and on unusually rainy days, each nest during the summer
months is plugged most of the time by the head of a worker bee ,
which fits rather neatly into the constriction of the nest entrance.
Disturbance of the guard by a fiber or grass blade , or by natural
enemies such as mutillids or Paralictus, usually causes th e guard to
strike out repeatedly with open jaws at the offending object. If the
disturbance continues, the guard bee turns and plugs the nest entrance firmly with the posterior two-thirds of the dorsum of the
abdomen. The guard may remain in this position for a long time
if the disturbance continues, for example, if a mutillid is trying to
dislodge the guard. The guard braces herself very firmly in this
position and one of the convenient ways to mark preforaging bees
is to paint the marks on their abdomens when they hold this position .
Of course when the guard is in this position , foraging bees can
neither enter nor leave the nest.
Ordinarily, however , when the guard is in the usual position with
head up and face flush with the soil surface, a bee flying toward the
nest entrance appears to provide a stimulus that causes the guard to
retreat, just before the returning bee lands, into the broader part
of the burrow below the nest entrance. If two or more nests are
close together, returning bees sometimes enter the wrong nest. So
far as we know, no fighting occurs in such cases and the guard seems
to show no ability to exclude foreign individuals of L. inconspicuum,
which however soon leave the nest, as though they recognized their
error. Guards have been seen to fight off Paralictus, possibly because they approached hesitatingly rather than rapidly like the
L. inconspicuum. Guards also withdraw into the wider part of the
burrow to allow departure of bees leaving the nest.
The aggressiveness of guards in defending the entrance clearly
depends in part on their age. Young guards ( e. g., unmarked ones
that appeared in nests after all other workers had been marked) are
timid and often descend into the nest without blocking it with the
abdomen. Guards with a day or two of experience are much more
effective.
Occasionally after repeated disturbance a guard pushes earth up
from beneath with the end of her abdomen and plugs the entrance.
We noted particularly that this often happens when heavy rain falls
on the nest.
During the middle parts of hot sunny days, guards are often not
evident. A small disturbance at the nest entrances will bring them
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to the surface at such times , indicating that they are only a few
milli meters below th e entranc es. Temporary shading of the nests
by clouds or artificial means will also cause them to resume their
positions at the surface on such days. It was found that if a thermometer resting on the soil surface registered above 125° F., the
guards would not be visible at the nest entrances, but that if clouds
or oth er shadows caused the temperature to drop to 120° F., the
guards reappeared with their faces flush with the ground surface.
Guarding, as indicated previously, is largely an activity of preforagi ng workers although we have numerous records of a foraging
bee spending some time as a guard , and as indicated previously ,
even queens may sometimes do so in the spring. Even a lone queen
some tim es comes to the nest entrance at a small disturbance and
may then turn and block the entrance with her abdomen, although
such a queen never otherwise takes a position at the entrance as a
guard. In nests containing several preforaging workers, each may
take a tum as guard. vVe hav e seen such guards ( marked for individual recognition ) remaining at the nest entrance for periods ranging from 30 seconds to four hours , but perhaps one half to one hour
is normal, after which th e guard is replaced by another individual.
\1/e were sometimes able to glimpse another bee below the guard
when th e latt er allowed a forager to pass and were often able to
suck with an aspirator a surprising number of bees from the nest
en tranc e. To inv estigat e the activities of bees below the nest entrances, we on various occasions and at various seasons dug a large
excava tion at the side of a nest and either put a piece of glass in such
a position that it formed a window in the side of the upper two to
four cen tim eters of th e burrow or replaced the upper two to twenty
cen tim eters of th e burrow with a glass tube of the same diameter
as the burrow. Th e bees came to and went from such modified nests
in a normal manner providing the nest entrance proper was not
destroyed and th e soil on one side of the entrance was undish1rbed.
The observations described b elow were made in such sihiations but
we have many bits of evidence indicating that they represent normal
behavio r. The bees in such nes ts were marked with colored paint
for in dividual recogniti on. By making our excavation large enough
to con tain the observ er's body, it was possible to place the eye or a
lens very close to th e bees themselves. Light was kept out of the
glass walls of the bu rrow s exce pt when observations were being
m ade .
At a nest en trance when only one bee was acting as guard, the
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return of a bee from the field caused the activities shown in Figure
34. The departure of a bee to the field caused the activities shown
in Figure 35. The turning of the guard shown in Figure 35 is
invariable , so far as we know; bees always pass one another in the

34

35

36

37
FIGURE 34. Diagrams showing how a guard draws into the burrow , behind
the narrow entrance, to allow a returning bee to pass. The guard is mark ed
with black on the abdomen .
,·.
FIGURE 35. Diagrams showing how a foraging b ee' pass es th e guard wh en
leaving the nest. Note that th e guard backs into the burro w , awa y from th e
narrow entrance, and then turns over so that the bees face one another wh en
passing . The guard is mark ed with black on the abdom en.
FIGURE 36.
Diagrams showing how two guard be es exchange positions .
One of them is marked with black on the abdomen.
FIGURE 37. Diagrams showing activities of three guard bees ( differentiall y
marked for easy recognition ) during five minutes of observation. No forag ers
left or returned during this period. Note that the bees sometimes tum over
for unknown reasons other than to allow passing.

41-5840
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burrow whe n facing toward one another and not when facing in the
same di rection.
In most active nests which we studied in summer there were two
or more bees spending much of their time at or near the nest entrance. If the guard were removed artificially, another bee usually
replace d it immediately, for it had only to ascend to the nest entrance from a few millimeters below. The same thing can be
repeated several times in nests with large populations of young
workers; after the supply of young workers is exhausted it seems to
take longer for the older workers to find the unguarded nest entrance
and take up positions as guards.
In view of the above it was not surprising to find that several
workers ( usually young ones) often are in the upper part of the nest
burrow. They sometimes exchange positions as guards, as indicated
in Figure 36; again they pass only when facing one another. Often
there is much moving up and down the burrow by bees below the
guard, and a bee often turns over and over, summersault fashion,
even when not passing another bee. Figure 37 shows the activities
of three bees in the upper part of the nest burrow; the entire series
of sketches represents a period of about five minutes of observation.
Of course when a bee that is leaving the nest comes up the burrow,
each of the bees above it must turn over in order to pass, as is shown
for a single bee in Figure 35.
Co-operative Activity Among Workers: Division of labor among
workers of various ages has already been described, younger individuals remaining in the nest and often acting as guards, older
individuals serving as foragers , and sometimes also as guards. The
present section presents evidence on co-operative activity among
foraging workers. It is, of course, possible that each worker makes
and provisions its own cells; illustrations such as Figure 14 show
that each worker does not make its own branch burrow and group
of cells, for there are not enough such groups. Alternatively, the
workers might co-operate in making and provisioning cells, several
working on one cell simultaneously.
Tentatively, we beli eve that such co-operative activity occurs, at
least in provisioning. Th e numbe r of pollen-collecting bees in a nest
appea rs to consistently excee d the number of cells being provisioned.
For example, one nest , watc hed continually in the morning hours,
yielded fou r pollen collecto rs; on excavation in the afternoon of the
same day only one part ly-provis ioned cell was found, plus two empty
cells which the pollen collec tors might theoretically have started to
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provision with the pollen that they were carrying when captured.
Another nest yielded seven pollen collectors; when excavated the
same afternoon three partially-provisioned and four empty cells
were found. A third nest yielded twelve pollen collectors; when
excavated the same day two partially provisioned cells , five empty
cells and two complete pollen balls in open cells without eggs were
found. Such data seems to leave no doubt of co-operativ e activity
in provisioning cells, but unfortunately we often felt that because
of the extent of the nest, small size of the burrows, and often poor
soil consistency , we might have missed a few cells. We do not
believe that such was regularly the case, however.
A further effort to prove more decisively that workers co-operat e
in provisioning cells was made by marking pollen loads of returning
foragers with colored powders, using different colors on different
foragers which were marked for individual recognition. This proved
to be a difficult technique for the foragers were much disturbed if
captured; instead we blew the powder onto them just before they
entered the burrow. We did find differently colored particles mixed
in single pollen masses but always in such proportion that one greatly
predominated and the others might have been introduced accidentally by bees that became contaminated in the burrow with
powder lost from the bodies of other bees. We believe that the
method may have some value for use with other species but regard
it as inconclusive for such small and inconvenient forms as L. inconspicuum.
NEED

FOR FURTHER

STUDY

To the authors an impressive part of this study has been the
enormous areas of investigation in which little or nothing is known
(for this bee or for any other) in spite of a fairly intensive study.
Some of these matters can be solved by additional field investiga tions. For example, whatever combination of temperature, light
intensity, wind, and perhaps other factors determines when bees
fly and when they do not could be elucidated by more field data,
as could flight ranges, soil moisture requirements for survival of a
colony, etc.
However, for investigation of many of the more basic aspects of
social organization, our techniques have enabled us to do little more
than hint at possible solutions to the problems. It is urgent that
techniques be developed so that actual behavior in the nests can be
seen rather than merely inferred. We need to know more about
integration of members of the colony, the food sources of the queens
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in matrifilial colonies ( her own trips to the field, or food brought in
by workers), the longevity of queens, the interactions among workers which are jointly provisioning cells, etc.
Obviously many interesting ethological observations could also be
made if laboratory colonies could be established.
Another field in which more information is needed concerns the
ques tion of why some females become long-lived, sexually functional
queens while others become short-lived workers. In the better
known social insects the answers to this and related questions
are partly known, but in primitively social insects such as L. incon-

FIGURES38 to 40. Nesting places. Figure 38, Sycamore Slope; Figure 39,
Prairie Road; Figure 40, Int ersect ion.
FIGURE41. Nest entran ce, showing smooth depressed area.
FIGURE 42. Horizontal section of a cell. Th e scale at the bottom of the
figure is in millimeters.
FIGURE43. Pupae in cells; fece s (pa le) on upper distal surfaces of cells.
F1cunE 44. Prepu pae in cells. The cut through both cells is oblique so
that th~ feces scarce ly show and the cell plugs are represented by only a little
loose dirt at th e right-ha nd end of each cell.
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spicuum, they are quite unknown. Since caste is related to size, and
size seems to be related to season ( perhaps to temperature, probably not to kind of food as various acceptable pollen sources are
available at all seasons), it would be interesting to rear bees under
various temperature conditions ( as well as with various amounts of
food) and observe the behavior of the resulting adults. On the
other hand, since workerlike activity can arise among presumably
potential queens in polygynous spring nests, it would appear that
caste determination can occur in the adult stage ( as has been suggested also for L. rhytidoplwrum ( Michener and Lange , 1958). If
this is true , an interaction of some sort among females must be postulated, with pheromones or some other factor determining ovarian
development, mating , longevity, etc. This seems unlikely among
insects which seem to have so little contact with one another as
members of a colony of Lasioglossum . Obviously an experimental
approach to such problems is needed.
We have good hopes that it will soon be possible to colonize this
or other halictine bees in the laboratory and that having achieved
this, some of the questions enumerated above can be answered.
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